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Traditionally, a single unique curve or au,raee Ia aenerat~ by an algorJthm for each 
set of control poi~;tta. !lith Bealer and· 8-aP,l~e belna. fwo or the famous techniques u'sed •. · . 
. "\ . - . . ' 
Reeently, there baa been .increaaioi interest in. the .generation or many dUrerent 
. I . ) ' ' 
·curves or au~facea by a single techniqQe for a ~ ot control points. The Beta2-apline tech· 
nique is ·a recen~ example of tb.ia ideL ' It llaea,a parameter caJfed {J~ to act U .. 'pullln& .. 
· asent, or lkaion, on the B-apline eune' or surfate; However, the curves or sutfi.ees lose· 
their smooth aPPearan~e a$ they are puUed_cloeer to the set of colitrolJointa. ,This could. · 
be an undesirable feature when smooth interpolaiioo ot the con~r.ol points is deairtd; · 
' ' • 0 
. . .. , 
·The Beiier technique baa ·been one of the moa~ famous techniques in the computer 
aid~ design industry. It i.e capable or repreaentiila most or the aeometric entities of prac-
tical interest . . Howeverj it baa a shortcoming: tbe ~ier cu~e o.r 
1
surtace .. bean U.tle : 
resemblance to the shape of the control polygon or the.net respectivelY. . · .. 
. . .. " . . '' 
; This paper pro~ea a simple technique which aervea to overcome' the two diaadVID• 
_. tagea mentioned abov~. The propoeed technique employe a parAm~te~ c·alled '7, tG act.- aa· • 
.\ ~ ~u!lin.l agent on .tli~ Bef\er curve or surface. -x:he pulled _curve~ or aurfac~·- ~_ave .b,tter. . 
' . 
.,_ mamJckmg pro~rt1es than "'that or the Bezler .. They always have a smooth appe•rance, . · . . 
·.;eVen When interJ)olatiDg ,the Set Of CODtrol pointS. • / . • . . r . • ·,.._,.,: : ·' •, ' I 
, ' / ......... . .... ,. . . 
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•1.1. Introduction .. 
0 
Surface Modeling t~cbniques have undergone many improvements since their first 
introduction into computer graphics literature. Many techniques have been implemented 
. 
in an effort to model sudacee. These tefhniques can be classi6ed under the beadings of 
• iote~polation and· approximation. 
. •?'It' . 
Given ~to set of .data point~, interpolation is done by finding a function which passes 
through these data points: Some classic methods are Coon's method {9J, Overhauser's 
. . .. ' 
,, ,. .. . .. 
{6,14], aod the popular Lagrange· and Hermit interpolation. On the other band, approxi- • 
. ~ 
mationo is concern~d with ~nding a funct~on which approximates the shape of the co~j 
vertices (i.e., -data poi~t-:}.Jot_ necessarily passin~" tbroug~ them. T~o 'or the c1asslcal 
<1P ~ 
metbcrls ·are the B-epline {15J and Bezier {4J methods. 
' ' 
Tbe techniques mentionmin the references aJ>ove generate a .single unique represen-
tation based on the set of data points. In order to generate a surface which slightly devi-
ates rrom the standard surface,' either some da~a polnts have to be modi6ed or ~other set 
or control points is needed. Recently, Brian Barsky· proposed a method called the Beta-
. l 
spline technique {1). This is1a generalization of the B-spline technique. It en~~les the gen-
. ~ 
eration of a set of difl'erent eurtaees or curves j_ust by varying the valu~ of two parameters 
. 
called Betal and Beta2. He also propoeed a simpler method called the BetaZ~pline {2j', 
. "' 
.... 
~~ich employ~ just one. parameter,-Beta2, from th~ Beta-spline technique. This eimplified 
rb ... . ·. · • .. 
method; a special caae of Beta,;,spline , possesses characteristics that make the usage of 
Beta-2 splin~ Yery attractive. In fact, the idea or this paper ~ iri~tivated by this special 
~ 
\ 
. : .. ... ' .. .. , 
.. · ~. . .. .. ... • •' _'· • I • ~ ' ' ' 
' ,.;·: . 1 ;~· ~·~\: - .~~·.~:r;·:-:t ... 
' o L,l~! 
' • . 
. ,.:.· 
. ...... _. 
~:i~{,.,:<· .. ·::.. :-r:.v ~ ·:::-1· . ·-
.. 
.. ,
• 0 ',.'·.'' ·::; _;' :<'•·'·. :" ~ ·.:~ ·:-· Y·•.:: .. -.· ·::.~ 0 ~ ; ' _.": · : · • • ·: ~ ·:: 0 ::! :·~_ ..... ·:: ·:··: '.: :;;·_!~-~ - · :,,.:·:<·~.- ': ~; {~-:<"'{\·~: ~~-:~;-~"!{:..~·.:--·: -~~-:-J(~: : .. ~:-\ :~:_. I: _ :i'
















technique. We will discul!s ·this technique briefty in Cba\)ter Four. 
.. 
AJ;talogous to the Beta2-spline, this paper proposes a· tec~nique tba~ can aenerate 
·· different curves or surlact;a·for a single set or central vertices. ·Tbia Ja doQ.e by varyiD& tbe 
I) • i ~ ' ' 
· ~alue ol a singl.e p•tameter which 'baa been named .1amm~ The pr~p~d ~th·~ is 
simple. It is a modiftca(i~n or the Bezier and Ov-erbauser · techniqu~a. The detail will .be 
-
• 
examined in Chapter Five. 
The remainder of this chapter con_tainl! some fundamental mathematical concepts 
, . 
related to. surface .modeling. Chapter Two discusses the interpolation technique. intro-
duced by Overhauser jl4} . In th~ third ~hapter, we taUt about the Bezier technique [5J 
' • ~ g • 
I . ' - • 
which bas enjoyed popularity since its Drat implementation. Chapter Four d~cusses 
' 
brie8y the Beta2-spline \~cboique, aiqce it mot~vates tb~ idea of this p~er. The formu· 
. . 
• . 
lation or the propPsed 1method is discussed~n Chapter Five~ Chapter Six describes an · 
~ ·- ,,..,. .... -
.. • . impleme~tation ot the ·propased gamma-parameter technique on a SUN-Workstation .• ;-
·' 
Chapter Seven concludes the · thesis.. The Appendix contains some or the pictures. len• 
. . 
erated by the Gamma. method. 
' 1.2. Type Of Repr~entatlon 
I ..... l J 
. 
A surrace can be represente~ . by' eit~er a nonJparametric eq~atioo or by ·a 
)~ 
parametric equation. Each representation ~as ita own . adv~tages. 
0 • 
1.2.1. Non-paPametrlc Repreaentatlon 
Non-parametric aurracea are represented by an algebraic equation o( the form : 
~ ' 













\ , .. 
' 
. . ~ 
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l.t.t. Parametric Repreaentatton 
Paramttric surfaces are generated by 3 bivariate functions or the form : 
z - X(u ,11) 
11 = Y(u,11) 





In this form.' we c·an easily generat~tll on the surface by varying tbe parameters, u 
and v, appropriately. 
1.3. Advantqe• Of Parametl'le Representation 
' . 
For reasons wbich will be discussed later, the..dominant representation of sbapes .in 
• C) ' • • 
computer-aided design is tbe parametric form, tbat is, a 2-space curve is•represented by 
. -
a set ol two (unctions 
z ,.. X(t) 
. 11 :::1 Y(t) 
•, 
. ' 
of a parameter t. Hence; we can say that a point on sucb curve is represented by the vee-
tor 
Likewise, a point on _a space curve is given. by tbe vector 
P, - [x(l) Y(t) Z(l)] 
and a point on the surface is represented by the vector 
P, ::t [x(u .. v) Y(u,11)Z(u,11) 
Rderenc~ !~resents many reasons ro using the parametric form ot a curve vis--a-
\ 
via tbe non-parametric form. A few or and some others are now diacu1111ed. ' 
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~ ·i~ 
• • • # •• : :_t·;:~ 
• 4. 
argument holds true for surfaces. 
In gener,al, the non-parametric curve rorrg baa· sever~ i~re~ent drawbacks. ~ curve 
. . . 
which ia defined by -tangent properties aa well as points IJ)&y well require tha~ the slope be· 
infi_?ite. This can be avoiiied by eithe~ chan~ing the coordinate. axis or by uein& lt. 
different form or equation, both or which are cumbersome ,.procedures. Curve aeaments 
must be boun~~ deftning the end points, but the test to determine w,hdh~r a point 
lies on the bounded segment can be elaborate ~nd ev~n ambiguoua when ~be curve loops . 
. 
In the case or two dimensional curves, a given value or ·X inay yield se~eral values or y'' 
~ 
which must he tested, · and in the case or twisted curves, the dilficulty is compounded. 
. .• . I 
This complicates the computation for displaying, plotting, etc., or pomta on the curve; 
computations may involve evaluating ~quare, cube and higher po'Weft!. ,II the curve Ia to 
be plo~ted, either as a series or points or as a series or straight lines, tbe nuq~ber of com-
. ~ ·' . 
potations involved to generate a visually smooth' curve would be very large. Parametric 
··i, 
methods overcome many of t~ese dilfic1:1lties. 
,. 
Consid,er the ~arametric representation or a general continuous curve in 3-space or a 
transformation or the rorm -
z = /(u' ) 
q, 11- g(u) 
z =-h(u) 
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• • y 
·t: , . . . 
. s . 
. --
dz 0 
Tu [' '(• )] tl7 
.!!.. .,. g '(u) , 
--du du 
dz h '(u) 
Tu 
is the tangent vector. Tbe real slopes >Of the c~rve are given by the ratio of the com· 
poneots of the tangent vector. For example : 
/-. 
-.. .. .. , 
To specify an infinite slope, we need only to set one component of 'tbe tangent vector to 
!ero. 
A param~tric .curve · is bounded by two parametric values. Each p-oint on the carve 
· corresponds to a unique parametric value. ·rhus, the test (or a point lying on the curve 
. ' 
. . \ -
/ reduces to finding "the paramttric value defining the point and checking that this value 
, 




parame~~ic_ curv,e is easily tra!lsformed into another or similar{~.~~~ matri~ mult'""ip_li_c_a-____ _ _ _ ~~ 
. . ' 
tion. Similar transformations on a non-parametric curve are more difficult. A parametric -
curve c~n be .!u~divided into se,gmentJ, e~h repre'Sented ~y a new set or parametric equa-
tions. We will discuss this in Chapter <;hree along with the Bezier technique • ....._Last: but 
. . . 
not leaat, in his PhD _di1111ertation, Blinn ISJ proposed a faster and more efficient method 
Cor displaying surfaces : the ~~eanline method,· wll'ich works well only with parametric sur-
races. . .. 
' Hence, the parametric lorm is not O!llY more general, it is well suited to computa-
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cations. Thererore it will be used in this thesis. 
1.4. Objective. In D•lan 
/ 
The ease of designing an object depends heavily on the ~haracterietlcs ot the tech-
' ., 
' . 
nique used. Some or the moet desirable characteristics .ar_e des~ribed below. 
In the process or designing an object, one would like to be able to modiry parts or 
the c~rve withou)-....i<ting ot~arta. A teChnique hao a local propert1. ir local 
modifications do not propagate. On the other band, a chanae In the location or the mul-
. ' . 
tiplicity or one ot the control points lor a curve which ~-~ stobal property requires the 
recalculation or the whole curve, even thouah the change will have mu~ · effect rar from 
\ . ' ' 
the changed point. Piecewise polynomial functions ofler a direct way of achieving local . 




Figure 1.1 Two piecewise c.urves, f 1 an<!_ f 2, joined together 
<tenerally, we wish to h~v~ which is as emooth?iffile. Tbie implies thlt.t ·we 
need a higher order parJnetri~ curve. UnCortun~, biaher order . param~tric .c.urvea 
,:: tend to . have undesirable wiggles or oscillations. For moat purposes, a parametric c.ubic 
· ~ curv~ is sufficient. The cubic is also the low~at-order· parametric which can describe a 
non-planar curve, a neceesi~y for describing 30 curves. ir the cootrofpointa bouod the 
curve tben tbe curve exhibits the "convex bull" property-. Intuitively·, the convex hull or 
.. . ' -: 
pointa in a plane is the area defined by a rubber ~and stretched aroilnd ·-au th~ pointe. · 
., 
:· . 
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Tbe convex bull is useful in clipping a curve against a window or view volume. This is 
mentioned ia (7). We will talk more about the ·conv·ex hull property when we discuss the 
Bezier curve. Usually, it is p0111sible to ~onvert a curve which does not have the ~nvex 
bull property to one that does. FQr the reasons mentioned above, only the piecewise 
~ 
parametric cubic form is used in this thesis. Presented below-is. the general parametric 
-....J 
cubic curve. 
X(t).,. Gs 13+6, t 2+c, !__jjilf 
Y(t) =:a Gv 111+6v 12+c, t +~ty 
Z(t) = a,t 8+6,t 2+c,t +d, 




The derivative or ;>({t), Y(t), and Z(t) with respect to the parameter t are_ all or the same 
form . For example 
dz 2 Tt = 3Gs I +26s I +cs (1.2). 
As·mentioned in se~tioo 1.2, the three derivatives form the tangent vectors. ·The slopes or 
the curve .are ratios of ·the tangeo t vector components. For example 
.2! 









,f- . !!. - dt 
dJI .2! (1.3) 
til 
Note that the sl~re .inde~odent orthe lengths of the tapgent v~ctors. If we ;nultiply 
\ . 
the·derivativei by K, we' bave 
• 
... 
























· KTt Tt du _..,. ___ _ 
' 
K dz dz dz 
dt dl 
.. ~ 
' dz · dz 
K-;n dt d: 
--=---KE. .!!.:_ dz 
dt dl 
" (1.6) 
1.6. Parametric Cubic Cu~ve Reprnentatlon 
We have . seen the advantages .. that the parame~nc form baa, now we are going to 
• • .- • I '" • • f ~ 
look at the ge~eral parametric: form-used to represent a curve. Reference (131 ex~mlneslo 
detail the construction ol:.dlfl'~r~nt curves 'with different constraints. The next· chapter 
.. 
will talk about ~be const~uction or curves -,~nd surfaees using Ove~haus~ technique."' 
. \ 
Chapter Three deals with ,tlle B~zier technique. A simple way. to deftne a cubl~ 
parametric curve ~. the '1Jmit r~rrn, is considered. here. 




The Hermit form or a cu~i.c is determined from the e dpoints and endpoint 
. . 
tangents. . Since t~ derivations and resulting formulae for Y ( t ) ~d Z ( t ) are exr:ctly . 
analogous to th'at ~ X(t ), we will work ~xplicitly .wit~ derivati ns only for X(t ), to ftnd 
way11 to define o,., bs, c, and ds or (1.1). Given the points P and P • and the ~angent 
· vector11 R, and ~. (where P, and P, refer to starting• and ndiDI· .,Oint& respectively; 
, 
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. and R, and R, rerer to the starting and ending point tangents respectively), we can find -





X 1(0)- R., 
' 
X'(l)- R·,, (1.6) 
The subscript z is used to rerer to the x-components of the points and the tangent vee-
~. ~ 
t. 
From ( 1.1 ), we can rewrite· X ( t ) ae ;, 
' • 6 









.,.. TC, (1.9) 
where T is a row vector of powers or t , and C, is the column vector of c:oefficients or 
\ ' ',. , 
X(t ). 
From (!-6), we get 
• 
X(O)- P,, - _Jo 0 d) 1 ].c, 
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In the case or the tansent vec~or conditions, we 8nt. dilrerentiate (1.8) wi&b reapeet 
' -
to t , getting ., 
(1.12) 
Thea 
X'(O) ===- R,,· == r~ 0 1 0] C, . (1.13) 
-. X'(l) =; R,~ == [3 2- 1 0] C, (1.14) & . 
The tour conditions i~ (1.10), (1.11), (1.13) and (1.14) can - ~e- gathered together.into a sin· 
gle matrix equation : 
P, 0 0 0 1 
P, 1 1 1 1 
-
c, (1.15J 
R, 0 1 0 ·' 
R ~ · 3 2 1 0 
' 
C, can :be solved by multiplying by the inverse of tb~ 4 X 4 dlatrix throughout (1.15), 
, .. 
. ' 
2 -2 1 1 
.. 
- 3 3 -2 -1 
c,""' 
0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 . 0 
• 
Here M11 is the Hermit matrix 
(1.16) into (1.9) we get 
X(t) == TM• G11 
• 
By the same argument 
P, 
P, 








The equation ?'a curve iS frequ~ntly ~epresen~d as 
t , 
' ' . . . 
I -
' ' 
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.. , · . 
-t , •. • ~ .• .. - •, ··.: ; · . .. 
. ' . 
(1.20) 
Given P,, P,, R, and R, we can evaluate X(t), Y(t) and Z(l) tort in the interv31 
jo, lj, and 6od all points lying on the curve from P, to P, with starting tangent vector 
R, and ending tangent vector R,. 
We can expand (1.20) and rearrange as 
. 
X(t)- P, 61+P, 62+R, 63+R, 64 I I I I (1.21) 
where 
• 
61 == 2t 8-312+ 1 
62 == -21 1+31 2 
6a == 1 3-21~+( 
- 6 4 == t -t . . . 1. 22 a 2 : ( /. 
The four functions .6, (IS i :S;4) in (1.22) are often called .blending Cunctions:·.sill~ 1 · 
and 62 blend P, and P,, while 68 an~ 64 blend R, and R,, producing the "blended" 
sum /rt ). 
' 1, 
-' o 'bviously, the iength or the ~~ngent vecto.r, a\ jts_ di~ection, affects the appearance 
oC the ~esulting curve. These are discussed more clearly in [7}. • 
. 
Different techniques. have their own distinct set· or blending Cunctio~s. ·'As can be 
·-:."" 
seen Crom Chapter Three, th~. Bezier technique has blending functions 
62 ==. 3t_ (1-1 )2 
63 - 3t'{I-I) 
. ' ~ 64- ,. {1.23) 
'\ 
Cor a curve d~ftned by tour points P 11 P 2, P 8 and P4 with tin the range 10, 1}. A draw· 
back or the Hermit rorm is that'it -d.oea not have the co'nvex hull property: To be a COD· . 
vex bull,lh~ oel ol bleoaios ~Deliooo muoloum.up 1o ooe lor aoy•v1\ ol tlie p.arameler 
I. Since all the blendin& f:bnc~ions in (1.23) sum up to one Cor any value or t Jn the li .. . ' 
' f • '. 
. ' .. ' 
'. 
.  
... , . . ~ ~ . . 
. ( ..... '• . . ~ ' . " -. . .. '.\ ~. ·~ .. -~ . . . 





' . ·, 
', ' o •I' • ;.~ .. ~;}J 
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•... 
, .;. ! • : 
~\ .. ~ . 
' 
" 
range 10, !J, the Bezier curve has th convex bull property. Another drawbac.k of the Her-~ · 
' ~~, . 
mit form is that tangent vecton uat be directly apecifled. Thii makea lt diaieult to 
: \ . . ' , . . 
draw, or to modlrk_ a curve interactively. A novice .might ft~d 'It u,ncomfortable to ·uae, 
. ---- I . · t . 
since t~ conc,pt or a tao&•.•• m\&ht i' unramiliar. However, rorelos ~ eu~: to. ~at<h a 
known tangent v~ctor ia easy with t~e\ Hermit !orm. ~ . 
I . 
Nowadays, 't'.e frequently uae a ~et or points to 1uide the drawing of_ a curve, called 
guiding points. For example, the Bezier technique uaea four guiding points for each eurve ' 
,.._ 
segment. This makes i~ a lot more convenient for interactive u~. The Bezler curve le or 
' the form /' 
., 
' P(t) = TMs a. {1.24) 
/ 
We have the Hermit form ae 
... 
.\ 
~~~~~u ~ ' 
TMs a, ' . I . . . , . ' 
It ia now poasible to convert from one ro~m to another; for example, Hermit form to Bez-




Now a new set of control pointa a. ill round, which de8nes a bounded curve, congruent 
' , , 
t~' that or Hermit, when the Bezier technique ill applied to GA • • Thus, the Hermit (orm, 
~hich does not ~ave the convex hull properiy, can . be coDverted to the Bezier lo; m, W,bich 
: does have this property. 
1.8. Parametric Blc:uble Surface Repre1entatlon 
· · In the preceding section, we examined a method, the Hermit method, to construct a 
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.-: . ~ . 
., 
A curve is represented in 3-space by ·a vector-valued function 
P(u)- [x(u) Y(u) Z(u.)] 
Generally, tbe curve-generating algorithm may be represented by a.it operator t., applied 
to tbe vector-v~ued function P ( u ) representing the data llOJ 
Q. (.u)- t, P (u) . . : t 
Aa mentioned before, a point on a surfa...J in 3-space can be described in par~metric 
form by tbe function 
P(u,11)~ [x(u,v) Y(u,11) z(u,ll)] 
Tben the surface-generating procedure may be symboJically denoted by 
Q(u ,11)• ~u. ,11 P(u,u) • 
' 
wbere P(u,v) represents the data rroin wbich Q(u,11) will be-constructed. Tbe most 
widely used ,approach to apNroiimate t., ·" is to Corm the tensor product (alias cartesian 
' A • 






Q ( ~ ,II)= .Z.., ·t, p ( U , II) 
The effect or this operation is that t, operates on . the data p ( u ' IIJ) while tu operates 
simultaneously on the data P (u,,v ). Given a Onite number or discrete ,values P ( u, ,111 ) o[ 
the function p { U 1 II ), We .bave 
R • ' 
Q(u ,11)~ E !::P(u,,v1 )·U,, .. (u ) · V, .~·(v) (1.26) 
J ....01111110 
wbere u, ·"' ( u ) and VJ ,li (II) are interpolating, or approximathig, univariate functio~ll. 
Usually, U and .V are of the same type, but tbis·is not mand<itory. 
'· 
In matrix notatioD we may write (1 .26) ·as 
, 
. · .· ' . . ' \ - ,.. ~ .· .... ·~ . . : - ,; ..... .·.· . 
, / 





























u = [ u 0,111 ( u) u 1,111 ( u ) ' 
v - [ v 0.• ( 11) v 1,11 ( 11 ) 
and P being the matrix of constraints 
' ' '" 
P ( u o,u a) 
P(u 1,v 0) 
,. . 
P (u~~~ ,uo) 
' 
' 
U11 , 111 (u)] 
v. ·" ( t1)] 
~ 
p ( u o.U1 ) 
p ( u 1."•) 
"' P ( u"' ,11. ) t 
'~:he superscril't T in (1 .27) stands for the· transpoae'of the matrix. 
-· ' , (1.27) 
(1.28) 
(1.29) 
It follows naturally that the parametric equations representing a Hermit _Surface.are 
X(s ,t) = SM,. Q,MJ,:rT :r 
' 
Y(s ,t) = SM11 Or MlT :r . \ 
Z(s ,t) = SM,. Q,MA~T :r 
---- );,. 
(1.30) 
It is shown in (71 that -·' 
... 
· " Qv and Q, have the same form as (1.31) except that dz is replaced by d11 and dz-. respec· 
'-· .·, 
~ tively . 
' 
. I 
/ ~ \ ' 
. . , \ .. I. 
'· .... 
'\ • ...&-' 
;. ' 
·--~"i 
. ·. ,,. 
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Equation (1.30) defines a bicubic surface patch sinee the maximum power or either 
' q \ 
• or t is three. Note that partial derivatives are required for the computation or a Her~ 
mit Surface. Tbi.s makes it ~umbersome and impracti~lor a novice user . To overcome 
. ~ 
tb~J problem, many techniques use guiding points or gui ng planes to define! the sutrace . . 
... 
That is, ooly pointe are specified in (1.31) which are required in the computation of the 
deftDed surface. Bezier and B-spline are two or the techniques which use guiding points or 
guid~ng planes. The proposed method in this thesis will use guiding points/pla'nes as well. 
1.1. Summary 
In summary, we would like to recap some or the things that we have described so 
-~ar. In computer-aided de~ign today,· tbe parametric form ~used .domin~ly ~or reasons 
discussed io Section 1:3. To prepare lor the later chaptera, we have alao discussed the 
general deri'\13tion or parametric cubic curves, the generalization or cubic curves to-bicu~ . 
bic surfaces by te~sor pr~duc~ and the -poesibility or conversion between difrere~t forms' 
or representations, Cor instanc'e, from Heftnit to Bezier. 
t 
, 'I 
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z. Overhau1er Technique 
. ' 
( 
1.1. Introduction I 
In Chapter 0~ looked briefty at a simple i'oterpolation techni,ue ~Down aa the 
. 
Hermit Interpolation technique. In this chapter, a dltreren~but easier to use interpol&--
tion technique known• as the Overhauser tech"nique is discuaaed . 
. The Overbauser technique. waa originally proposed by A. W. Ov~rhauaer 1141 in 
./ 
1968 in an internal research report at Ford· Motor Company. The rn.ethod Ia bl)led on the 
parabolic blending or curves and eurraces. A significant advantage of this technique is the • 
• 
user·orient.ed control or surface shape that is achieved because one interactively mauipu-
lates only coordinates on~the design surface. Thia means that coordio'ate poio.ta which lie 
. 
~ 
on the curve segments and surface patches· make up the bQundary covdltlon, wbereaa in • 
the Hermit.method, parametric derivatives and c~ntrol points are ;equired to be ~pecl8ed --
to form a,curve segment or a surface patch. In this thesis, the 'coordinate points, as used 
~ . . 
above, ~re treated in a way· analogous to controLooi~s. since both or them aie used t,o -! 
..... . ' 
'• 
control the shape of the surfaces or curves. 
Z.t. Overhauaer Curve 
Since the derivation or the surface 19.rmulae CaD be geoeraljzed from that of th~ 
curve easily (Cor example, using cartesian product), we will work on the rorm.,lation or 
the curve Jiret: 
Each segment ol tbe Overbauser curve ia for.;.ulated. rrom fc;»u~ adjacent. points ; p 1, 
p 2 , p s and p 4• As shown. in Figure 2.1, p 1, p 2 and p-8 form a parabola p (r) whit~, p 2, p a-
.. 
.... · ,. 
. .. ~ .. :-~ :~·~ 
. , . -.. )
.,.::f 












L'• • •a 
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and p 4 form a parabola q ( • ). The Ov erhauser curve c ( t ) which interpolates p 2 and p s 
is a bleud or the above two parabolas, p (r) and q (• ). Thus the Overh'auser method can 
be expressed as: 
, 
c (I)- (1-t )p (r) + tq (•) 








t=o·· ... ···-·-/ 
r=i ··.. ··.. P 
s=O ·•... .. .. 3 
. . 
.... _, .. 
t=l 







Since p and q 
\ Figure -2.1 An Over~user curve . 
arfLp~abolic curves, we can express them as second degree polyno-
mials (parametric quadratic) 
p (r )'::::a lr 2 r 1)8 
q(•) == 1• 2 I . l)C (2.2) 
where B and C are column matrices. By having r, 1 and t related in a linear manner, ·, 
f 
1 ~ k 51 + k, (2.3) 
the resulting curve c (see Figure 2.1) is a parametric cubic : 
c ( t ) ... It a t 2 t ljA (2.4) 
Now, we need to express A io terms or the cont~ol points p 1, p 2, p a and p 4• By 
arbitrarily assign ins parameter values at· points p 1o p 2, p 3 and, p 4, tbe relations~ip among 
..... '"' " ~,' 
parameters (eqa. (2.3)) may be apecillcally defined. Assuming, 
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q (0) ..;. p 2, 
~ 
c(O)=- P2, ·· 
We cao ge~rroni eqs. (2.3) 
r '= !c, +1) 
2 
1 
' =; 2' 
From eq. (2.2) 
p 1 . 0 0 1 
1 1 1 B = aB P2 - - -4 2 
Pa 1 1 . ' 
we get 
[2 4 2] P1 
B= ..,.3 4 -1 P2 '\ 
1 ~ 0 0 Pa 
-. 
'Similarly, the m~trix C or eq. (2.2) can be expressed in terms or p 2, p 3 and p 4 as 
. l 
L[:3 ~ -- 2·] [:: .• 
1 0 0 p 4 
.. 
Substituting eqs. (2.2) into eq. (2.1) gives 
c(t)=(l-t)[r 2 r t]B + t[, 2 s t]c 
. 
'tl and eqs. (2.6) into eq. (2.9) we get ~ 
By s~bstitutin& eq. (2.7) and eq. (2.8) into eq. (2.10), 
P1 
Pa P.• 

































-t• 2 I I I ---+1 --2 2' 
,a ~ 
9J ~ 2 tt2+t' 
- 19-
/2- 1 3-~-t +1, -t 
3 l I a=-+-1 2 2 
t a t 2 
9a= ---2 2 














By substituting eq~. (2.12) ioto eq. (2.13) we get 
..... 
-1 3 -3 1 
'2 2 2 2 
Pt 
1 -5 2 -1 
[t 3 t 2 t1] 
2· 2 P2 
c(l)-
-1 1 Pa 0 - 0 
f\ 2 2 Pc 0 1 0 0 
- .TM0 P 
Therefore. io eq. (2.4) we have 
-1 3 - 3 1 
2 . 2 2 2 
..... 
Pt 









0 1 0 0 
"-
. ' • 
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2.3. CharaeterD+lc of Overhauaer Curve 
Blending or. two parabolas is po118ible only it the interval is an lnteriqr one. Ir ttie 
curve starts at point p 1 in Figure 2.1, then interpolation bet.ween p 1 and p 2 should be by #J 
the single par!tobola, defined in eq. (2.4), through p 11 p 2 and p 1• In the rormulatlgn above, 
we all8ign the paramet-ric value uniformly between the control P<!'nts aa illustrated in eqs. 
(2.5). However, there is no require~ent that the points be equ~lly, or nearly equally 
spaced. Obviously, where higher curvature is needed, point density _abould be hisher too. 
· .. The maliner or construction (as a blend or two ~arabolaa) guarantees that sp~rioua 
wiggles will not be introduced aa frequently happens when simple cubics are terced to 
p~s through tour points ~r a curie. The smoothness betwee~ent curve aegme~~~ is 
a very important factor since their application is usually to the design or some p~aical 
... 
object such as an airplane wing. With the Overhauser method1 the first der_ivative coil-
. . 
tinuity is guaranteed between adjacent curve segments . . The proof is shown. below: 
' • . . 
Suppose the curve starts at p 2 and control points start at p 1, aa shown in Flgur~ 
2.2. The curve segment c, is then computed from p,, P•+lt p,+2 and P•+a· On the other 
band, c, _1 is romputed from p, -t. p, , p, +l and p, ~· 
, . 
. P; +1 
..,. ... 
..... _ ..... , 
.-·· 
.  
-------+-............ "·-.. ··--1-- . 
pi+2 C; 
' 
Figure 2.2 Piecewfse Overhauser .curves 
.• : 
. '• 







From eq. (2.14), the Orst derivative or c, is 
• 
-1 3 -3' 1 
2 2 2 2 
p, 
1 -5 2 -1 
c',(l)- [3t 2 2t to] 2 2 '•+l 




0 1 0 0 
and the Ont derivative or c, _1 is 
-1 3 -3 · 1 
2 2 2 2 i-
p,_. 
1 -5 2 -1 
' 
[31 2 2( 1 0] 
'2 2 p, 
c 1, _,( t ) ..... 
-1 0 1 0 P•+t 
.._ 2 . 2 
P•+2 
(2.17) 
o- 1 0 0 
, 
At the joint between c,_1 and c,, the pa~ametric value I for c,_1 is one, and the 
parametric value t Cor c, i zero. That ia 
.. 
c, _1(i) =- c, (0) 
Ir the Hrst derivative is continuous at the joint, then 
.. 
To see this, we proceed as follows, 
'· 
' From eq. (2.16) 
-1 3 -3 1' 
2 2 2 .2 
p, 
1 -5 2 -1 
c '• (o) = [o in o] 2 2 P•+l 
-1 1 p,i'Z 0 0 
2 ~ 
P•+a 






. I .' 
: I 
.• 
. .. ;,;, 
.. 
. · • 22 • ,(~ '~· 
. - ·-\ ..:. 








c ) (2.19) .. 
and from eq. (2.17) • 
-1 3 
.:! 1 
.. - " /' 2 .2 2 2 p,_, 
·. 
1 -5 2 -1 
c_.'1-1(l) == (a 2 ~ o] 2 2 p, 
-1 0 1 0 P•+t 
2 2 
"' p,.y.z 
·o 1 0 0 '· . 







== -p, +2P•~ 2 (2.20) ... 
"\ 
Since eq. (2.19} and eq. (~.20) agree with each other, the ftrst derivative continuity 
is established at the joint or the curve sesnient c,_1 and c,. To achieve a smoother curve, 
higher order or derivative continuity is needed. Unfortunately, it can be shown easily 
, 
that the Overh~user method does not provide continuity at tb~ joints automatically 
. . 
beyond the first derivative. However, for moat purposes, Orat derivative continuity Ia 
sufficient. 
_Sometimes, a discontinuity in the ftrat. derivaUve ·ie--desired, for example at"J))int p 4 
' 
or Figure 2.3. To achieve this, points off the blended curve, as indicated by p, and P• 
. ' 
' 
, .-' I 
1,, . .. · ,, 
' ' 
.... 







. ', . 
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may be addea. 
L .. 
p(r) 









c ( t) .~ q(s) 




in Fir~ Deriva- Figure 2.4 An Overhauser curve with two coincident points 
It is possible to allow two points which ~eftne ail Overbauser curve to be coincident 
aa shown in Figure 2.4. This· mea!ls that point p4 , point .p6 or. both points fo 'and p6 or 
'\ 
Figure 2.3 may coinci.de with poi~t p • ·• T~is. yields ft{!t deriva~iv~ discontinuity ·at point~ 
' . . 
p 4 also. Consequently, end-points or a sequence or points may coincide with the second 
. ~ 
and selond-t.o-last poinf4. In this case, all' points will lie on the curve. 
Another important property that the Overbauser method possesses is that it bas 
, 
local control. Modification or point p a to p 'a affects its four neighboring cu_rve segments 
only aa indicated in Figure 2.5. This property is desired because one can modify a part or 
. r-·-· . • . 
the curve. without affecting other parts of the curve. 
' 
p' 3 




"' ' . 
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Wbil8 the con.vex bull· property is an impOrtant re~t~ in c_omputer araphlcs, th.e 
- . 
Overhauser ·method does n(!t provide this bcility~ This is lntu.tively clear, since the 
curve baa to paas throug~ the control poi~ta. and maintain SIJ!_oothnese (Brat derivative 
continuity) at the ' joint. A way to gel around this is to convert the ~arne· c~rve ~eiment 
to one that baa the convex hull property. An example or this is to convert to the Bezier ..,. 
curve which was mentioned in Chapter One. 
\ 
1.4. Overhauaer Surfaeea 
I 
' . 
There are many ways to construct a surface for a given mesh or points, for instance, 
by lofting or modified Coon technique. These are discuaaed in rd~r~nce 'lt4] by A, W. 
.. _, 
' . Overhauser:·· In this thesis, we will deal with the cartesian product or tensor product to 
.. 
• I 
~ ~ ' 
rotm a surface patch. 




. By having U == V in eq.,. {2.21), and from ~q. (2.14), the Overhauser _Jurrace can be 
represented by 
(2.22) 
where S is a row or powe~ • , T is a row of power t , and P is a 4 x 4 matrix ~ontaining 
, 
sixteen control points. There(ore, a mesh or sixteen poi,nta is required to form an 
Overhauser surfaee patch aa sbown in Figure 2.6. 
• 
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The characteristics or the Overbauser curve also apply to the Overbauser surface. 
Firat derivative continuity is automatically achie\ed at the boundary or the adjacent sur-
face patchri. Local control property holds since a modification to .a control point common 
to fourpaiches afrects twelve adjacent patches. Ob~iously, the convex hull property does 
not apply to the Overbauser surface nor does it apply to the Overhauser curve. 
1.6. Summary 
In 'his chapter,· the derivation and some merits or the Overbauser method are dis-
cussed. The main purpose or this thesis is to d~rive a formula which will be done in 
Chapter Three, so that we can proceed with the proposed samma surface easily in 
. Chapter Fiv~: For more detaile~ exa~ination or the Overhauser method, please tefer' to 
. reCerenc~ 1141. 
\ 
•, 
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a. Bealer Teeholque 
3.1. lntroduetloo 
So far, we have considered the formulation of curves or sur.faces to interpolate a 
given l!et _of control points. Another approach, aa mentioned in Chapter One, ia to pro-
vide . a g~, smooth representation of a curve or a sud ace that approximates II siven set 
of control points. A very famous approximation technique ia proposed by P. Bezier, 
which we will be looking at in this chapter. P. Bezier works tor the French Orm Reaie 
'· Renault. His UNISURF system had been used by designers to de8~e objects such u the 
outer panels or cars and yaeht hulls l4}'sinc~ .1072. 
3.1. Bealer Curve 
'• 
Let V. (i - 0, 1, · · · ,m) be ordered control points ·in R t, the Bezier polygon ·ia 
" - ' - . 
formed by joining successive points P = V 0 V 1 • • • V,...' Then the Bezier curve B ( t ) 
associated with the Bezier polygon is given by 
.. 
"' B(t)== EV,t,,..(l) 
,.,_,;"/ ... 
(3.1) 




are the blending function's called the Bernstein polynomials. 
___ Eq. (3.1) ia a vector valued equation, thus parametric functions for X, Y and Z 
coordinates can be wriUen as 
Ill 
X(l),.. Ex. t,,lll (I) 
1..0 
, . r.;, 
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. Y(t)- E Y,~ ..... (t) 
' 11111110-
... 
Z(l)- Ez.~ .... (t) (3.3) 
ror 0 S I S I, where (X, Y, Z, ) constitute the control point V,. 
From eq. (3.1) and eq. (3.2), we gel 
B(O)""" V 0 
and 
B(l) =- V,.. (3.4) 
Therdore, a Be1ier curve intervolates its endpoints. Figure 3.1 shows a cubic Bezier 














By usin& tbe Binomial Theorem, it is easy to show that a Bezier curve Ji~s within 
the convex bull o.f its definins c~ntrol ~ints. This is show~ below: 
The blending functions as.,shown in eq. {3.2) are evidently nonnegative on ID,l). 
From the Binomial Expansion Theorem, we have 
E ('!'l ''(t-1)·-· == (1-0+1-1}"' == 1 
.-o 1 (1-0)"' (3.5) 
Since the blendins functions sum to one and ·ate nonnegative on IO,lj , the Bezier curve 
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must lie within tbe convex bull or the defining co,ntrot,pointe. 
.. -., 
3.4. Tan1ent or Flnt Der~vatlve Contlnult)' 
.. 
• Many segments or the Bezier curve can be joined together. In order to make 'two 
curve segments have a smooth transition at the joint, we proceed as roUows : 
-DiO'erentiat.iilg eq. (3.1) we see that 
0, 
'(3.6) 
and · <, 
' 
/ 
B 1(1) =- m(V111 -V111 -t) f .' _ _(3.7) 
so that · tangents at either end are collinear with the iioe segment bet wee~ the 8r~t. tw~ 
and the lasi two control pofnts ~espectively. Consec1,1tive segments in a co~osite B~-zier 
curve (see' Figure 3.2) can thererore be made tangent continuous simply by arranging that 
- . ,. 
the per: ultimate control Roint or the first curve, V 2 , the sbare'd endpoint, V 8 - V 101 aod 
' . 
the second vertex; V 11 ~r the next curve be collinear. Ir IV r Y' 2 1 c:a I V 11- V '01, then the 
composite curve baa first derivative con'tinuity. To achieve higher order continuity, more 
complicated work baa to be done. This is covered in I4J. 
0 
V' 1 vI 
:;+---···· ···-~ 
v ri------ - -----------4~ V' 3 
Figure 3.2 Two cubic Bezier curves with tangent continuity 
at the joint 
I 
. : .. ·~ 
. · ~ 




3.5. Cuble Bealer C~rve 
' ' 
.. 
A simple Bezier curve such as the one dellned by eq. (3.1) is a single polynomial, 
. ' ' 
P.iid b therefore infinitely ti~erentiable. However, adding control points increases the 
I 
degree ol the curve as well as increasing tbe cost ol ev,aluation. Also, the movement or 
any control point alters tJlt Bezier curve entirely. This obvicusly is not a pleasant feature 
to J>OMess. An alternative, as suggested in Chapter One, is to _construct a composite Bez-
ier curve by having the last control point or the i"' segment and the first ,control. point or 
t!Je (i +1)" segment coineide. In thia thesis, we will work with the cubic Bezier curve 
f. \ 
only. That is, e~ Bezier curire segment is defined by lour control points. One example 
is show~ in Figure 3.1. Each cubic- Bezier curve is ol fte form 
1 (3.8) 
or in matrix form 
-1 3 -3 1 Vo 
3 -6 3 0 v. " 
B(t} = !t 11 12 t 1J 
-3 3 0 0 v2 
'(3.9) 
1 0 0 0 Va 
.. 
=-TM8 V (3.10) 
Fisure 3.3 shows ~he lour ~lending run tiona that correspond. to a .c_u bic Bezier curve 
w!th lour control poiata. 
Figure ,3.3 The fo.ur cubic Be.zier blending functions 
•• 
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These curves represent~tbe "inOuence" that each control.point exerts on the- c~arve tor· :: 
' . ) 
var~ua values of t . •When I .... o, the Orat control point, V o. correapo"ndin& to t 0,a(l) ~ 
moet inftuential; in fact, locations of all other control points are, ignored when I -o, 
~ betau~e the) blending runctions are zero.· When I =-1, the situation is symmetric ror V 8• 
'1 2 The middle controf points V 1' and V 2 are most influential when I -- and - respec· 3 3 
tively. 
3.6. i,o?*'•o• 
Local control can be achieved easily witl: a piecewise cubic Bezier curve. It the-con• 
trol point modified is.an interior one; then only one Bezier segme.nt needs to be modifted. 
. . ""\ . ' 
II, ho~ever, the control point modified is at the joint or two Bezier curve eegme,ts, two 
~ ' 
Bezier segments need t~ be modified. 
3.7. Subdlvlalon of Cubic Bealer Curve· 
As mentioned in Section 1.3, a parametric curv~ c~n be subdivided into 11egments, 
each represented by a new set or equations. We would like to Bod an easy way to break 
r 
a cub1c Bezier curve in hair. That is, suppose we have .the Bezier -curve (see Figure 3.4) 
·s 1 
Figure 3.~ Subdivision of a cubic Bezier curve. The original .con:.. 
trol vertlce~ V0 , V1, V2, V1 are represented with '+ 's . The new control vert1 c~s are represent~d with 'O's· 
" . 
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B(')- Vo(l-1)4 + V131(l-1)2 + Vz-11(1-1)+ V:sl 4 




ror 0 ~ ' ~ 1 is t.ht 6rst hair or the curve de6ned by v Or v lr v:! and v 3 (i.e. B ( t ) ror 
0 ~ I ~ 0.5) and 
(3.14) 
for 0 :5 u ~ 1 .is the second h·aJr or the curve defined by V 0, V., V 2 and V 3 (i.e. B (t) 
for 0.5 ~ t < 1.0) 
To find ~be control points Jis~ed in (3.12), .we proceed. as follows ; 
We know that 
S3 == B (!) = ..!.( Vo+3V 1~3V 2+ V3) 
' 2 8 
From eq. (3.6) and eq. (3.7) we know that 
. 
L'(O} = 3(Sa-So) 
L '(1) = 3(SrS2) 
~ince we have t """; , by the ~liain rule 
1 ,, 3 
L '(O) = -B'(O) = -(V1-V0) 2 2 
and 
L'(l)- !B'(!)- !(V3+V:rV1-Vo) 2 2 8 •, 
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-, 
3 3(SrS2) =- i(V1+V:rV1-V0) 
1 Sa .,.. ·i( Y.0+3 V 1 +3 V 2+ V 3) 
So- Vo (3.21) 
Solving eqs. (3.21) above, we get 
So= Vo 
1 S 1 = 2( V o+ V 1) 
1 5 2 == "4(V0+2V1+V2) 
1 Sa==- .i(V0+3V 1+3V2+ V1) 
~nalogously, we can show that 
1 To= i(Vo+3V•+3V~Va) 
1 T, = 4(·V 1+2V2+ Va) 
1 T 2 == 2( V 2; V a) 





The fact that Bezier curves and surfaces have the convex bull and subdivisibility 
. . 
properties is extremely useful in computer graphics. In 112], Lane and Riesenfeld pro-
posed an efficient algorithm to generate curves 'and surfaces~ and an efficient algorithm to 
find the intersection between curves or surfaces based on the subdivision and convex hull 
. 
properti~. Because a Bezier curv"ies within the convex hull of iu' deftnin~ co~trol , 
point:, we can test to see if the length or the convex bull is within some tolerance or the 
distance between the Brat and the last control points jllJ, or whether the distance 
between each pair or control poilfta Ia I a than some tolerance, or whether the deviation 
t joining the end points is' euffi~iently smarr 











that the subdivision process -:eases appropriately when the curve bas become "locally 
Oat", at which point drawing the control polygon directly is a sufficiently good approxi-
mation to the re;u curve. The convex bull property can also be used for finding the inter-
section points between ~wo ,:urves. Since each curve segment lies within tbe convex bull 
or its deQning polygon, two curves do liot intersect if their convex bulls do not intersect. 
II the convex hulls do interseet, we can continue to subdivide the curves and test ro! the 
possibility or convex hulls intersection between all appropriate subdivided curve segments . 
• 
When two convex hulls are sufficiently small, yet still overlap, we can declare that a point 
or intersection· bas been round. Rererence I7J mentioned that the convex bull property is 
useful in clipping a curve against a window or view volume. We ·clip the curve itselr only 
it the intersection between the convex hull or the curve and the window or the view 
volume is detected first. 
· • In this thesis, we only deal with subdivision at the midpoint ~r a cubic Bezier curve. 
A general technique ro}directly subdividing elsewhere other than at the midpoint cab be 
' . 
round in I3J 
3.8. Beaer Blcublc Surface• 
The formulation of the three dimensional Bezier surface can be easily derived from 
. 
the formulation or the Bezier curve by using the ' cartesian product or tensor product or 
two curves. Two sim~ending functions are used, one ror eacb parameter: 
II M 
B(i,t)- E E v •. ,~ .... (•)~1 ... (t) (3.24) 
IOIIOJ..,O . 
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where S is a row of power • , ~s-1Now or power I , and V ia a 4 x 4 matrix containlna 
sixteen control points. Tb~refore, aa ia. the O~erbauser cue, \mesh of sixteen poinCa Ia 
required to form a Beaier bicubic sudace patch aa shown in Fi_aure 3.5. 
Fi_gure 3.5 A bicubic Bezier surface patch. The net is represented 
by the solid lines, and the dotted lines outline the surface 
'• 
We say a net is formed when each control poir.t. in the given. mesh ia connected to all its 
- . 
adj.acent control points by ~traight linea. Analogus to til_!_ Bezier m the Bezier IIU,rface 
is contained within the convex hull of ita net. t/lfl" · · • 
r---/ 
The extension or curves to surfaces leaves the properties. listed in previous sections 
unchanged. Surfaces can be pieced together from individual patches as shown in Fisure 
3.6. 










Achievi.ng continuity between two patches can be done:ucb tbe 11~ way as ~bat at the 
joint between two curves. qontinuity across patch boundaries is obtained by making the 
.., 
four control pointe on tbe boundary equal. Achieving first-order continuity acrose a boun-
dary requires not only that first and last edges or the joining polygons be collinear, but 
also that tbe ratio or the lengths or all tbese£ge pairs be constant. or course, as in tbe 
Bezier curve, the Bezier surface baa the convex bull property, and can be subdivided into 
smaller sub patches too. Local control can be achieved easily with the bicubic Bezier 
' I 
patches. Ir tbe control point modffied is interior to the patch, then a R,.atch needs to be 
. . 
modified. However, if the modified point is on tbe boundary or two p'atches, or on the 
• 




The Bezier technique bas been widely used a,r the followi~g reasons: the intuitive 
reel or ~he ~ontrol points, the control or continuity; tk ability t~ ~ubdivid~ and having 
the convex hull property. It is well suited to interactive design, since the control points 
can be easily manipulated to cliange the shape or the surface . 
• 
Although 'the Bezier technique posse611es many benefits as stated above, it does have 
shortcomings. · The Bezier technique discussed above generates a unique single curve or a 
unique single nrlace representation to its control polygon or its net. Jespectively. A 
f 
shortcoming or the Bezier method is that the curve and the surface often bear little 
• 
resemblance to the shap~ of the polygon and th• net. An example is shown in Figure 3.7. 
In Figure 3.7, no loop is produced by ·the Bezier algorithm where we expected one to 
exist. Thus,· it would be nice if we can generate ~ curve or surface that can mimic the · 
shape· or the control polygon or the net more closely than t~_at genera~ed by the t~chnique 
mentioned above. That is the purpose or this thesis. 
' 
, . 
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• In Chapter Five, we propose a m~thod, such that by varyina the value of a para\"" 
ter named aamma , the curve or surface can mimic the. ·.control polyaon or the net 
closely; or eve!] interpolate the set or control points, while maintainin& ~ta smooth appear· 
ance. 
__!__, •••••••••••• __!__ r-, -~ 
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4. Betal-•pllne Teehnlque 
As mentioned· in Chapter One, the idea or this thesis is motivated by the Beta2-
spline technique. Thus, before going into detail of our proposal, we would like to discuss 
briel!y the Beta2-spline technique. 
0.1. Introduction 
' ......a 
. A spline curve or surface is a piecew~se function with continuity constraints at the 
locations where the pieces or the runct.ion meet (often called the joints in the case or 
cutves, and borders or boundarie11· in the case or surfaces). Undoubtedly, the Overbau~er 
' and Bezier techniques, as discussed in e,revious chapters, are special cases or the spline 
technique. 
· B-spline is another special spline technique. It is very popular in the CAD/CAM 
I . 
industry today. It has local control, the convex hull property and achieves C 1 and 0 2 
automatically acroSII ·the curve or surface. It generates a single unique representation to 
, 
the set or control points. It is shown In (lJ that the generated curve or surface may or 
may not interpolate any or the control points, depending on the multiplicity or the knots 
' ' " 
and the multiplicity or the control points. A5 the multiplicity or the knots or the control 
.. 
points increases, the continuity at the joint or at the border decreases. 
A generalization of the B-spline method,proposed by Barsky (2J is called the Beta2-
spline methOd. As ln the B-spllne technique, Beta2-spline technique has local control pro-
. "' 
' 
'1>erties i~ the sense that ~odifying a control vertex will aO'eet the shape or the curve or 
the surface locally. It baa ilobal properties also in tfle sense that by modifying a "parame-
ter cl\llt!d Beta2, ~. the whole curve ·or surface can be modified tq mimic the control 
' . ~ .: ' ' : ' ··~ . 
. ·,-;. 
. ..  _ 
'· 
,. 
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polygon or the net more closely, or tfiVen to interpolate the control palata. It baa the coo· 
. ·~ ~ 
. . ~ .. 
vex bull property. No matter what value P2 baa, the curve ot the surface always lies Ia 
the convex hull or the control p~lygon or the net, respt!~tively. The BetaZ..spline impoeea 
the llret de~ivative continuity automatically. The curvature vector continuity at the joint 
or the border ia contr9lled by the value or the parameter, P,. 
4.1. Betat-epUne Formula 
· , 
For reference purposes, the formula for the Beta2-spline ia produced below. The 
complete formulation is shown in I2J. 
Th; i 1• segment or a Beta2-spline curve tak~s the form 
1 
Q, (~ j U ) = E V, +r 6, (t12 ; U ); o S u S.l (4.1) 
The four functions '6, (P2 ; u) (-2 =z< i S 1) are the blendini· ruodions or the basis 
functi~ns for the Be\a2-spHne curve. 
It is shown in 121 that 
6_J.P2 ; u} = 21{1-u }3 
... 
Lt(P2 ;-·~) =- -y(P2+8+ u 2(-3(P2+4)+2u (P2+3))) 
. ' 
6J.P2 ; u} =- -y(2+u (6+u (3(P2+2}-2u (P2+3)))) 
L 1(P2 ; u ) = 2-yu a (4.2) 
where 
1 (4.3} 
Note that the basis functions of eqs. (4.2} are symmetric in the sense that 
' ., 
b_JJJ2 ; u) = 61(Ar : 1-u ) and 6_1(.82 ; u) =- 6 0(P2 ; 1-u-): This eym"!etry i~pl~es that 
reversing the order or the control vertices in a control polygon renrses the reaultioa 
'A . 




I : 1 
·, 
. , 
.... . ~· 










2 ,82+8 2 0 
-6 0 6 0 
M 6 -= 'Y 
6 -3(,82+4) 3(,82+2) 0 
(4.5) 
-2 2(,82+3) -2(,82+3) 2 
an.d where 'Y is specified in eq. (4.~) 
.,_--
Naturally, the Beta2-spline surface can be formed by taking the tensor product or 
two curves 
(4.6) 
where U and T are v~ctors or power u and t respectively, and V is a 4 x 4 matrix con-
taining 16 control points required to form a surface patch. 
4.3. Characterlatlc:e 
By varying the parameter; ,821 a different curve or surface can be generated. When 
P2 - 0, the spline baa cont.t!'uity or first and second derivative vectors; it is thus 
equivalent to a cubic _.uniform 8-spljne when ,82 z= 0. As ,82 increases, the BetaZ.spline 
curve or surface is pulled closer to the polygon or the ~et. This suggests that P2 acts like 
a tension parameter. In the limit or infinite ,821 the Beta2·spline curve becomes a piece--
wise linea~ function that interpolates the interior vertices or the conttol polygon. In the 
case ol a surface, in the limit or infinite {J2, the surface coincides with the interior panel8 -
· ..· .... 
___ '"!-. · ··;J, 
' . , 
. ' ' 
' . : .· ,' '!"~··· 








of the net.. Tll;ia makes·.the curve or the audaee lose ita smooth appearaoee u the value 
of tbe P2 goes to infinity. Figure 4.1 and Fi&UJe 4.2 ahow the elect or Pa on the Beta2-
.' ' 
spline curve and surface rtapee tively. 
4.4. Summary 
The BetaZ.epline ia a seneralization of the B-apline method. It can &enerate a curve 
· or surface closer to, or eve~ interpolate ~he boundin& polyaon or the net~ever, aa the 
curve or the surface interpolates the polygon :~r the net, the smoothneu at the joint or 
'· 
the border ia loat d11e to the necessity of aatiafyin& the convex hull property, This tech· 
oique is useful tor some modeling aa suggested in 121. However, tor some applicatloaa,-
• ' I~ . A 
when smooth interpolation is needed, this technique ia not ~ppropria~e. 
, Ia t~e next 'chapte.t, a method ia propo~d to generalize. the Bezier .and Ove~hauaer 
techniques instead of the B-apli~e technique. The .,ros)o~d technique usea a parameter· 
-· 
named samma to act aa a tension on the Belier curve or aurrac:·e. The newly generated 
.• 
curve or surface always maintains ita smooth appeanoce, even. if it interpolates the aet of 
control points. 
B =0 2 
• 
B =50 2 . -
Figure 4.1 The curves above are generated ·with the Beta2~spl ine 
method for the same set of control vertices. with different para· 
meter values 
· ·: 
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Figure 4.2 The surfaces .above are gP.nerated with t!H~ Or.•tt,?.-
spl lne method for the same set of control · verti~es, with di-
fferent pilrameter values 
'·. 
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In Chapter Four, a aeneralization or the B-spline me&hdd, the Beta2-spline tech· 
., 
nique, was briefty discussed. The Beta2-spline technique baa the capability of aeneratina 
a ~urve or ~ surface, which grows cloeer and closer tc(the control polnon or the net, aim· 
ply by incre~ing the value or a parameter named ~· Since the sener~ed curve or eur· 
race must lie within the conl'ex hull or the cootrol polygon or the net, each cu"e eesment 
or surface patch grows "straiaht~ as they grow closer to the cont~ol polyson or the net. 
Thus, the smooth appearance or tbe curve ot the aurfac'~ ia loet as the value ef p2 
increases. 
~ . 
In this thesis, a generalization to the Bezier and the Overhaum technique!, rather 
than the B-spline technique, is proposed. By increasin& the value of the parameter, wh.icb 
has been na~ed s•o.'ma , 'Yo from zero to one, the corresponding curve or ·sudace can be . 
made to grow closer to the control polYJOD or the net. A distinction with tbia method, aa 
opposed to the Beta2-spline technique, is that the resulting curve or surface always main· 
tains its smooth appearance even when it interpolates the control p()lygon or the net. 
. ~- . 
However, bJ maintainina the smoothness, the convex hull property, as exhibited by tb~ 
Bezier tec(nique, is .lost with the proposed technique. A way to aet around this deftciency 
is to convert the gamma c:u"e or surface to a Bezier cu"e or surface, which has the con: 
vex bull property aa mentioned in Chapter One. This will be discussed again later. 
\ 
, &.t. Gamma Curve 
Figure 6.1 shows three gamma curves with the same control polyaon. The only · 














· . . . 
' 
' ' . 
'' -
difference ia tbat tbe len curve bas 7 - 0.0, tbe middle curve baa '7 - 0.5, and tbe right 
·I 
' 
c:urve baa '7 - 1.0. Notice tbat tbe curv, witb "'' =- 1.0 interpolates the control polygoo 
while maiotaiaing tbe smootbneee ol tbe curve. 
t 
++ 
y = 0 y = 0. 5 y = 1.0 
Figure 5.1 Ganuna cu'rves with the same set 6f ':ontrol points, but 
different parameter values 
s =0 1 s =0 2 
p1 . u =0 1 u =0 2 
s =0 0 t=1/3 t=2/3 s =1 2 
u0=0 u =1 2 
t=O t=1 
.r-' 
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The following is an explanation or the formulation or a Gammr. curve. • 
. ' 
Suppose we u-e given six control vertices, p o. p 1, p 2, p a. p 4, and p 6• Then a sea-
ment of a cubic Belier curve B (I) can be drawn tor the four interior control vertices, md 
three segments of an Overhauser curve 0, ( u ) (0 S i S 2) can be drawn to interj,olate 
~ : . . . 
the interior four control vertices: This is shown in Figure 6.2. The gamma curve is 
represented by the three curve segments G J..'l; • ), G 1('1 ; e), and G ~1; •) shown in 
Figure 5.2. Each gamma curve segment can be expre1111ed as follows: 
G, b ; •) == (1-'1)8 (t )+10, (u) 






From eq. (5.1), we can tell that the Gamma curve lies on the· Bezier curve, B (t ), 
when 1 *' 0, and on the Overhauser curve, O,, when 1 .... 1. Any other value of 1 will 
. 
generate a curve that, is in between the Bezier and the Overhaueer curve. Thus, the 
Gamma t.echbique is a og~raliqtion of the Bezier and th~ Overhauser techniques . 
9 ··~ f 
. . '···>~'· 
. 
To derive the Cormidation, we assume that a cubic Bezier curve segment, combioedQ 
0 • 
with three consecutive Overhaueer curve segments, is used to make up three consecutive 
Gamma curve segments. By · arbitrarily partitioning the cubic Bezier curve into threl! 
. .... 
• 
. parts, we can use the first part, combined with 0 0, \O derive G 0; the second pa~t, com· 
' ·~ ' 
bined with 0 11 to derive G 1; and tile third part, combined with 0 2 to derive G 2· 
By having •, t, and u or eq. (6.1) related in a linear manner 
and 
u == k61 +k 4 (6.2) 
The resulting curve G, ('Y ; 1) is a parametric cubic curve 
\ (6.3) 
' • • I 
t : 
. ·r·: 








where A ia l matrix to be round. 
To lind eqa. (5.2), we proceed u follows: 
.,. 
For G ri..'Y; 1 ), we have 
. 
G rl..'l ; 0) - 0 o(O) - 8 (0) - p , 
When '1 .,. 1, we have 
GrJ..1; 1}- Oo(1)- P2 
and when '1 ... 0~. (5.1), we let 
1 G{O; 1)- 8{3) 













Solvin& eq. (6.2) wi,tb constraints. given in eqs~ (5.7), and eqs. {5.8) we get 
l-.!.. 
3 
u .. , 
~ow, by subatitutiD& eqa. (S.'Q) into eq. (5.1) we &et 
' GfA'7; 1)- (14)8 (; )+10o(•) 
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. ,•' 















In this caae, we aaaume 
G 1(o; o)- s(t) 
. 
2 G1(o; 1)- s(3) 






wh~n 1 =- 1, l - : 1 since B(t) is most aft'eeted by point.~~ when I - ; . Sol~ing eq. 
\ 
(5.2) with constraints given in eqa. (lU1) and eqs. (5.12)1 :we·get 
' - !.±!. 3 
u """' 
By substituting eqs. (5.13) into eq. (5.1)1 we have 






v;. • - 1 
u- 1 
' - 1 













• • 2 
G~1; 0)- OiO)- Pa and G:z(O; 0)- 8.(3) 
G.J.."''; 1)- 0 1(1)- B(l)- P4 
Now, by solvinc eq. (6.2) &ivins the constraints in eqs. (5.15) and eqs. (5.16) we set 
. •+2 , __ 
3 
•-u ~ 
Again, by substitutin& eqs. (5.17) into eq. (6.1) gives 
, +2 
G ~1 ;,1)- (1-"J)B (-3-)+1Q2l•) 
. . 
• Now, we bav~ the three equations as rollows: 
. , 
G J..7 ; 1) ~ (1-"7)8 ( i)+'JO o(•) 
. •+l ' ) 
G J(7; 1)- (1-"J)B(--a)+10t(l 





Note that six control pOints ph p 21 p 6, p ~. p 6, and p 0 are needed r~r eqs. (5.19) aa 
shown above. From' 'Fiaure 5.2, we can see that the Bezier curve only depends on tbe 
lour iaterior eoa '!"I ~ (p 1, p • p.., 4) lor all lh~ee equatioao ia eqo. ( 5.19). However, 
·the Orst Overhauser ~urve tgment 0 0 depends on (p 1, p 2. p a. p 4), the second Overhauser 
curve sesment · 0 1 depends on (p 2. p a. p ~. p 6), and the third Overbauser curve eesment 
0 2 depends on (fa, p., p a, p 0). Thererore, we need · six control points 
(p 1, p 2. p a, p., p a, p 8) to compute eqs. (5.19). If there are more than three ~gmente, that 




. ' ,, , 
~ . 
rtr. .. 
-: ; ' 
, .. 
\. ' 
? . . 
I ' ' , 
: ' : 




' ~ The '/' sip in eq. (5.21) etaode for tbe inteaer division of i divided by 3, aad '%' AID 
etude ror the iDteaer rerriaiDder or i divided by 3 . . 
,_,The three Gamma curve seameote ehowa in eqs. (5.19) form a Gamma curve that is 
in between the Beaier curve, B (I ) ' w~icb is computed from (p 1 p 1 p ,-p 4), aDd the 
• Overhau~e; curve wbich' iaterpolatee (p l p 2 pI p ,). Aa a reault: the Gamma curve (co~-
eiatina of. three consecutive Gamma curve eeamea'tl) wiU iaterpolate the coatrol pointa p 1, 
and p 4 for any value or "f. 
'"'--.. ~.a. §lmpllfteatloa ( · · 
Now that the geDeraJ form ~f th> curve equatioa hu been found u &fven in eq. 
(5.20); a simplification ~an be made to· derive an equation ofthe form given IIY eq.' (6.3): 
, 
To do the a~pli8c:ation, we have to work with the three equations.toaether. u aiven 
in eqs. (5.10). Given a list or consecutive control points p1 (0 S i -< n where n ~ 5 
aad (n +1)% 3- 0), there must be at least six coatrol pointe and the number or control 
poiats must be divisible by three. These conditioas must be satisfied because we need ·to 
......___......._ 
'have at least rour control points (p 1, p 2. p a. p 4) for a cubic~ curve segment, aad we 
. ~ 
need two extra control pointe (p ~ p 1), Qne oa eac~ ead or the four control points 
(p 1, p 2. p a. p ,) ao that the Overbauaer curve can interpolate the four control poiats 
(p 1, p 2. p's, p 4). FQ~t~ermore, if ther~ more than one Bezier curve seament, say m seg-
ments, then we need to h.ave 3m +1 control points for the m cubic Bezier curve seaments 
- ~ 
to join toaether. For an Overhal.ser curve to interpolate these 3m+ 1 control points, we 
, . 
need to have two exterior control points, one on each end of the list or the' 3m + 1 control 
points. C~neequently, (3m+1)+2- n control points are n.etded r~ aamma curve to 














Howenr, elDee the control pointe are numbered -from. zero, the condition becomes n +1 
must be divisible by tbrH. :and n moat be &reater tbau 8ve. 
The layout for a ri.& of twelve, i.e. n - u; control points is aiven in Fi&ure 5.3. 
0 L. .... l 3 I ..... J 
' ' 
' 
.... ~ Oz f.. .... J 
' 
' 
' L .•.. ~.-'-.: .. .J 
: o0 l !. .... ~i ~I ..... 
' . . 
' . 








pt···t··pt· .. pt··t··k··pt··-~···pt· ··pt···t~·pt 
. . . 
' ' . 
Figure 5.3 .The dependency of the Bezier an~ Overhauser curve 
on the ~et of the control points. '0' .stands for Overhaser 
cu~ve and '8' stands for Bezier curve 
From Fiatre 6.3, wt caa ... &h& aiat Onrbner eu"e se&menta can be constructed 
with dependency oa the control points u eho:wn below: 
0 o 0 (p o p 1 P 2 P a) 
~ 1 0 (p 1 pI PI P 4) 
0 2 0 (p 2 P a P • P a) 
0 a 0 (p a P • Pa P e) 
. ' 












: ' ·~: . ' . 
. ( 
I 
.·· .. .. ... . ~: ...... · - .~'"~) ,; .: . . -. 




0 I 0 (I I 1 t P 10 P u) 
V(_bere n e&ud~ ror 'depencla on'. ID aenenl 
(&.22) 
(&.23) 
Similarly, three Beaier co"e aeamenta c:u be c:~trocted with c:ODtrol point depen· 
dency pven u rollowa: 
In general 
B o n (P 1 , 2 , • , .) 
s~· n ,, .• ,. Pa ,·7) 
B 2 n (p 1 , 1 , , P 1ol (5.24) 
. (5.25) 
From Fiaore ·5.3 ud eqe. (5.10), we cu see tbat in order to derin tbe GaiQJila 
' .. 
.. 
curve, we muet bave 
I 
.. 















f ~ • • • J 
• (5.26} 
lo aeoeral 
c. n (5.27} 
Tbe dependency or tbe flrat three Gamma aeameota on the set or control point. is ahowo 
io Fiaure 6.4. 
G2 L ............................ ..~..I __ _,~[. ............. .l ( ,_ 
I 
I L ............ J (il , I ........ ~ .. ) 
i G0 , i 
LOOOOOOOOOOOOOI I ~00000o000000000~0000000000000J ' 
. , -:- ... 


















. ' -f-············-+-········ · · · ·-t-············~···· ··· · ··· ·-+-··· ·· · · ·· ·· · -4-
Po P1 P2 , P3 P4 Ps 
Figure 5.4 The dependency of t~e f irst three consecutive Gamma 
cu!vl>segments on the set of the control point$ 
Tbla also meua ~ a total or aix eouecatin cootrol polotl are needed to compute the 
" 
three Gamma cu"e aeameota u iadicated in tql. (5.27). By takiD& the UDiOD or tbe COD• 
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II P - 0, then the Gamma curve G, wiU iDterpolate the control poilll p l+l for any value 
I 
of "J, and it IJ- 2, the Gamma curn G, will interpolate the control point p,.... fo_r any 
value or "J. 
One has to remember that not all six control pointe in eq. (6.~) are used to derive 
_the itA Gamma curve aeament. The set of control pointe used by the ~Ia Gamma curve 
' ' ""' . 
aesmeot depends on the 1J value. When 1J- 0, the t.op Bve control pointa are needed for 
. . ' ~. 
the' computation or tbe it/a Gamma curve eeament. When · 1J - 1, &be interior four con· 
. ' . 
&rol poiata ~ needed, and wlien {J- 2 tbe bottom five cootrCil pointi are requi;ed for 
tbe computation of the iiA Gamma- curve eesment. Note that, lor any value · ol i .for the 
ith . ?amma curve aesment, the Bezier curve aeament (used to deftae the itA Gamma 
. ~ 
curve seamen&) is always deftned by &be four interior control pointe. On the other hand, 
·. 
the set ol control point.a used to de8ae the Q_verhauaer curve seamen~ (w~ich ia used to 
define the i Gamma,curve aeament) always depend OQ the value or p. Jr IJ ~ 0, the to'p 
- ', . 
lour control' pointe are used. This ia the reason ~lor u~in& the top 8ve control pointe to 
derive the Oamma cu"e aeament when P- 0 (the top ro-.r control point.a are used for 
. . 
~verhau~r, ~nd 'the middle four control poin~ ar~ used lor Beli~r, implyin& tha~ a uil ,{ 
or ftve control points is used to derive the Gamma curve eepneDt witb P - 0). II IJ 1, 
' . 
. . ~ 
the middle four are used. lo tbia cue, ~loce both th.e -Overbaueer curve and th' Beller 
curve use tbe·middle four control poiota, the Gamma curve aeameot uaet the mid.dle 'tour 
control pointe for derivatioD when p- 1. ADd it P- 2, the bottom lour c~otrol poiata 
are used. With the sune araumeo& .aa ill the cue when {J- 0, four middle control pointe 
,, · . .'l3 
• 
.J 
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for the Bezier curve and four bottom control points lot the Overhaueer curve,{enderins a 
union of &ve control points for the derivation or the Gamma curve eesment when {J == 2. 
Aa a result of tbeee, eq. (5.20) can a1ao be written aa: 
p 1+1 
p 1-+Q 





•+P where T, U are row vectors of power of I .... - 3- , and u ... 1 r~apectively, and Ms is 
. 
tbe m~t.rix &iven in Chapter Thr~,, /or the cubic Bezier curve, and Mo_c ia a 4 x 6 matrix 
to be determined. Eq. (5.30) cao be simplified into. 
G, ("'f ; •)- ((1-"'f)TMsr_c,+"'fUMo_c) 









It ia easy to derive the matrix Msr_c . From Chapter Three, ~e know the cubic 
Bezier curve matrix Ms ia u follows : 
0 
-1 3 -3 1 
3 -6 3 0 
Ms-
I -3 3 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
,. (5.32) 
Now, since the matrix Ma only works on the four interior control points 
(p l+l p I+O p,.... p 1+4)• aa &iven in eq. (5.30}, we can write 
.. 
0 





~~-t ..... ; ~' 
0<', " •/ ' " :.,·, ,·'''' ;': "',• • '• . ~.· .'• ',/: ' ''\' '~ P•~; ~" ', o o " ' • o ' <i•. ~ " ,\ :~.-::• " ' "<•' ,~'• • •.=• :•<:~· · .. ~,;~~: >''~--~·.~ ::-~~ '/:': '," ;:>~~t;4~;.~:j.:~~i~~~~'1~~1;"~,:~, 
. ' 
Msr_a-
0 -1 3 -3 t 0 
03-6300 
0-33 000 




so that the matrix Mar_a would not alect. the two exterior control poiota (p 1 p ,..,.) u 
'\, 
, . , /J T ._. 










.!..o g 27 
! (3-/J) ·! (P-2) 1 . P.. 0 -(1- ,8) 3 ,. 0 0 
0 .:f(P-3)~ ! (/12-4,9+3) ; ! P(2-/J) ? 0 
' 
-1 ( )' !Q(Q 3)2 1/lll ) fJ' 0 27 /J-3 g p ~ i" ,3-/J 7f.f 0 




G, (1; •)- ((l4)SMs_a +1UMo_a) PI+S 
p,..,. 
Pl+a 
where Ms G is given in eq. (5.35), and s is a row or power or ' . 
- ~ 
To derive the matrix Mo_a, we proceed as rollowa: 
From .Ch~pter Two, we know that the Overhau~~ matrix is 
-1 3 -3 1 
- -2 ~ 2 2 
1 5 2 -1 2 2 
Mo-
-1 ' 0 1 'o ,. ... ~ 2 2 
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Now, by aa~i&DIDI C, (0 S i ~ 3) to the itA column or the matrix M0 &iven in eq. 
(5.37), we can write 
Mo_c-
C lao,,+ C oat.l 
C :oo,,+ C 1 a1,~+ C oa2.1 
C 1a0,,+ C aa1.1+ C 1a2.6 




where the aopencript T atanda lor the trana . ,Oae or the matrix Mo_G, a, ,6 ia a kronecker 
delta, 111d {J- i % 3 u pvea iD eq. (5.21). That ia 
(5.39} 
-
In elect, the matrix Mo..:.c contains the matrix M0 which ie bein& shifted {J 
columna to the ript. This ia required because if {J .a 0, {J - 1 and {J -. 2, we want only 
the top four, mid e four, and the bottom tour coatrol points &ivea in eq. (5.36) to form 
the Overhauaer urve aeament respectively lor the construction of the ilia Gamma curve 
ae&JQ~ ~uently, at aoy moment, there are tour non zero c~lumna in the matrix -
- ·--"' . 
M o.c and the remainiD& two columna consist ol zeros. 
Since we know u - 1, we can rewrite eq. (5.36) aa 
G, (7 i •) - ((1-1)SMa..c +7SMo_c) (5.40) 
• 
. ., 




' ... ~ t , 
- ~ .. ~~;.~-;: :: !::'-:.~ .::~: ·~ ,·_:: -~: . ·. ··.: ·-~ .:- : :···' . ·: . -~.- :. ~ : -;· ·: ' ~ ..... . ! •. ;' .-- ·- ·.-
~) -- """' 
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.. -:.·· . 
where 
and 








Consequently, the matrix A iL· eq. (5.3) can be exprtsaed aa: 
A- MaP, 
The 4 x 6 matrix Ma is p~uced below: 
70o (1;r) (~P)+ ~ (2o1-5ao) (l~) (P-3)+ ~ {4ocr5ot+2a2) 
Ma-




· (ao-a2) 2 g 2 
0 
.. .... ....-.,.-· 
-¥+ ~ (ocr3o1+3o2l (1;) +t(o1-3o2) ta2 
.!!::1l(l-P)+.l(-.8o~4ot-5a2) (1-7! P+.1(-oa+4o~ -~o2 3 2 g .2 2 
I 
( 1~) P(2-.8)+~~1 (1;r) p2+fo2 0 
\ 
(l;r) ~3-P)+'Jo~· 0 
\ 
















In the above equation, each o, • o,,~ where P ia dropped ror lack or ~pace to produce 
the matrix. 
Once qaiD, the Jeneral equation ror a Gamma curve ia 
where ' 
0,.(7; I) - !11 1 2 I l)Me 
6- i - (i % 3} 









The parameter 7 Jina the interpolated curve between the Bezier and the control pointa, 
or rather the Overbauaer. curve, &ad the parameter 1 determines the va,ue -aJooJ the 
interpolated curve. The matrix Me requires the input or the· value or 7, and the number, · 
i, or the curve .aeJment· ror the computation or p. Further simplifi.cation or the matrix 
' . Me ia discussed in the next Chapter (where an implementation ot the Gamma technique 
oo the Suo workstation ia considered} by breakin1 the matrix into three simple caz~es. 
5.4. Contlnult)-
. ~be GIIIDmaf;ve-wiO baYe poeitiooal aod C 1 cooUouily, if the Be1ier curve bae 
positional and 0 1 continuity. Since the Overhauaer curve always has C 1 continuity as 
discuued in Chapter Two, tbe proor is trivial ai shown below. 
( 
,, .• L 
Suppose we waat t~ prove tha two adjacen(.f.~m~ :unes G,, aod G,+1 have C 0, 
.. ~ \ - · . 'il~\, 
and C 1 continuity 'at the Joint m ed X u ihowll 'm t:'i&~re 6.6. Further'" we aaaume 
that the two adjacent Be1ier curves (B1 81+1), and .twa adjacent Overhauaer curves 
(0, 0,+1) used to rorm the two Gamma cu"ea have positional and C 1 continuity at the \. ., 
'• ... •l ' r ' ..II 









Figure 6.5 . Two Gamma curves have first degree~ derivative continuity 
at the' joint if the Bezier and the Overhauser ctn•ves used,to derive· 
them are c •· tentinuous · · · 
.o ~ <' -----
TheD at. the joiot X~ we bave 
and 
8 1 (1)- B1+1(0) 
B', (1) ... B',+i(O) ~ . 
o, ( 1) ..... o, +1(0) 
'"1)11'(1) - 0 ', +1(0) 
81 (1)- o(:r- B1+t(p)- 0,+1{0) 
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\ 
The proof il u follows: 
G, h ; 1)- (1-J)B1 (1):-ro, (1) 
G, +Jb ; 0) - (14)81+1(0)+-rO, +1(0) 
Now, by coodltiona epeci6ed by eqs. (5.40), we have 
G, (1 ; I) - G, +1(1 ; 0) 
.which is just what we wanted to prove: 
To prove C 1 continuity, we need to prove 
G', (1; 1)- 0 11+1(7; 0) . • 
The proof ia aa·followe: 
Usia& the cbala rule appli.esf to eqs. (5.50), we &et 
G i, (1 ; 1) - ! (1--y)B 11 (1)+10 '• (1) 
. G',+1(1 ;.0) • ! (l-1)B'1 +a(Ol+10,+1(0) 
/ 
By cooditioae &ina ia eqs. (5.47) and eqs. (5.48), we proved eq. (5.53), that is 




Althoup a joiot, X, is proven above to be C0 aod C 1 coatiauo~s. the proof applies 
to aD)' other joiate, u loa& u the Beller curve is poeitional. aad~ continuous. If how-
ever the Bnier cu"e bu tuaeat coatiauity, iastead of C 1 coatiauit'f.t'the Gamma curve 
0 
1 ' • 
&eoerat.ed ia auaranteed to have tuaeat con6ity at the join~ too. A very interestins 
feature thaL t. Ga.mmt. cu"e bu is that a curve that ia oot smooth can be made into a 
\ 
smooth. curve u it interpolates the cohtrol polnon. Suppose at 7 - 0, the curve &eD· 
erated, which ia alto a Beller cu"e, does not have C 1 or tanaeat contiouity, tben aa 
.. 
\~~ . . 
aamma iacre..ft from aero to oae, the curve becom~ smoother and smoother. All a 
matter or fact, whea 1 - 1, •he curve aeaerated hu C 1 coatlnulty. This ia because when 
7- 1, &I.e cormpoadloa n"e &eaerated ia the Overhau~er curve, which hu C 1 
.' 
• 
' . ! 
..... 
' 
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. I ·, 
Figure 5.6 The solid curve has f.i~st derivative distontinui~y with 
y=O. The dotted curve has first derivative continuity with y• l .O 
. .. 
. 1.1. Charaeter~tlea of 'l 
J 
WheD''T- 0, the Gamma curve is aualoaoue to the Belfer curv,. M tbe value or 'Y 
increases toward, one, the Gamma cun'e comes closer and closer to the eet or control 
poi'nta. Tbia suueata that 'Y cau be used as a pullio& aseat on the Belier curve towards 
~ 
' 
the set or control pointe. When there is more than one piecewise cubic Bezier curve sea-
ment, with C1 continuity maintained throuahout the curve, the pulled curve always bas a 
... 
smooth appearaate and ia c• contia~ous. We mentioned io Chapter Three .that a draw-
back Qt the Btzier technique is that the curve aenerated does not resemble the control 
polnoo very mucb: However with the Gamma technique, the mimlckia& or the control 
polnoo can easily be done just by iocreaaina the value or the 'J. A very etrikin& result or 
this is shown in Fiaure 6.7, where an expected loop is obvtous only when the value or"' is 
.. 
incrtaaed to 0.4. When 'Y - 1, the Gamma curve is the Overhaueer curve, which ioterpo-
~ 
latee the eet or control poiata and maiotaios tbe Dnt derivative cootloulty throupout. 
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-eacrillced. Thie ie abowu in Fisure 6.8, where the solid line enclosed the convex bull or 
the control polnola and the dotted line represent. the Gamma curve with '1 = 1. 
+ 
Figure 5.7 A loop occurs at y=0.4 
-········ ...... 
. -· .... 
Figure 5.8 Gamma curve i~· not contained within the convex hull 
of the control polygon. Dotted line is the Gamma curve with y=l.O 
and the solid .1 ine encloses the· convex hull of the control polygon 
• 
This undesirable property can be eliminated by convertins the Gamma curve into the 
• • 
· Bezier curve, whereby the aamma curve is constrained with a new set or control points. 
n S.e. Local Control 
• • 
With the Gamma method, local control can be 3Chieved. That is to say, by modify· 
l 
In& a control point; only a rew local curve aeamenta need to be adjusted. 
The, nu~ber ~r a.Jma curve ae&m~~ts which need to be adjusted depends eolelf on 




. : . 
: \, .. - ~I ' o ·~J, • • 
starts from &be eec:ond control point_ and enda a& the secoad·to-lut eoa&rol poiat (~ee Fla· 
ure 5.Q). 
G0 G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G1 Ga .. +····t····+····+····t····+····+ t + 't .L + .... .... ~-·· ···~, .···· 
Po P~ P2 P3 P~- Ps PG ' 97 Pa Pg Pjo P11 
i ' ' 
·············· ...... t ...... ~ ............ i ................... I 
. :· ,. ' ., -. 
Figure 5.9 Layout of the relationship between the Gamma curve and 
the Bezier curve on the set of control points 
Obviously, if either of the endpoints is cban&ed, only one end Gamma curve aesment 
der'ived from the modified control endpoint needs to be adjusted. II the modified control ' 
. . . 
point is located at the joint of two Bezier cubic ·~aments, then the two Bezier ae&menta 
need to be adjus\ed, which oC coune implies that six consecutive Gamma curve aeamenta. 
need to be adjusted. For example, if the control point P 7 is modi Bed in Fi&ure s.g,' then 
the Gamma curve seaments G 3, G 4, .. . , G 1 need. ' to be adjusted. Finally, If the 
modi8ed control pOint ia interior to a cubic Bezier curve, then four consecutive Gamma 
curve segmenta need to be adjusted. Three of them are derived from the m0dl8ed Bezier 
curve segment, and the other aeament is derived from the adjacent Gamma curve sea-
ment which ia doeeat to the modi8ed control point because or th_e dected Overhau~r 
cur~e sesment. For example, it &be control paint P6 in Fiaure 5.Q is ·modilled, then the 
Gamma curve segments G 2, Ga. · G 4, and G 6 need to be recomputed. However, if the 
control point P e is modi Bed, then the Gamma curve ee&menta G 1, G 4, G 6, and G 1 need 
to be recomputed. 
r . 
~-· 7: .... .. ~,:; 
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&.1. CoDvenloD to Bealer Curve 
Since the coovex buJI property la very important. in computer srapbics, we would 
like t.o have the Gamma curve, which does not have the convex bull property, converted 





The tour newly :ound control points contained in the matrix Ps_a are the vertices or the 
• 
Bezier control poiY&OD. Arter coovenioa, the Gamma curve is· obviously contained within 
the. convex hull or the control points e~ifled by P8 G. Also, the subdivision or the 
' -
curve, aa ~eotiooed in Chl.pt.er Three, can be doae easily now oa the converted Gamma 
. 
curve. 
&.8. Gamma Surface 
... 
. 
Aa discussed in Chapter One,. the aeoeralization or the Gamma curve to the·, Gamma . . 
eurrace can euily be done by formios tbe tensor product or two Gamma curves. The 
gneral equation tor a Gamma surface patch Is: 
(5.57) 
where the parameter u alves a family or horilontal curves tor the surface, while the 
,. 
parameter 1 aives a family or v~rtical curves tor the surface. Aa a result of this, we have 
' 
to use the matrix Me for the horizontal curves and Me ror vertical curves. Both 
I I 
I • . 
I 
~ .. , . . . ~ . . 
' .""'· ·; .. 
' ' • . • ', ;,• . ' ~' t. • •• • • :·. • .. • ~ • •• • • • ' ~ i' • • 
\ 
matrices are derind from the matrix ilven in eq. (S.-&6). The matrix Ma requlre1 the , 
' f • input or the i value or tht i:l. horizontal patch ro~ the computation or ita ~ - i % 3 
. . 
value. The matrix Ma , oa the other haod r~irea the i value or the ill• vertical patch 
' . 
ror the computatieta or ita ~ - i % 3 •alae. Obvioual,., both matrices require the input . 
or the 1 value. Note that there are three diatiad matrices, with~- 0, ~ ~ 1 apd ~- ~ 
ror each or Ma aod Me . However, it does not require aix diatiud matrices Ia memorv, 
, • '# 
This tad is very useful iD the implementation or the Gamma surface u meatioped ia the 
. . 
next chapter.· Also, we need a 6x6 matrix P, coataidiD& the mesh to derive a patch. 
Dependhrs on the value or i :~ad .i. ~he · mesb used wnbia the ~trix C~D be dilfereat, II 
\. ... . . 
in the cue or the c:ua:ve. WJ:aen i % 3 - 0, the &rat 8ve control pohita in each row are 
used to provide the horizontal curve, when i % 3 - 1, the middle four control poiatl hi 
' 
eac\ row are used, aad when i % 3 - 2, the l~t 8ve control pointa ia each ·row are u1ed. 
. . 
to derive the horizontal cu"e. Likewise, the parameter i works oa the control poiat.t Ia 
each column, aa i Works oa the control poiat.a in each row. 
0·····9· .. ··0·····0 ..... o ..... o 
I I t ' I f f 
' ' . ' . . . .. . 
. ' . . . 
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: G02 ! 6..... - ..... 6 
I 
: G12 j· 
r igtll'e 5.10 A bicubic Bezier surface . ~..... - ··· · ·~ 
pd t~;h I s hO\'In by the a rea efl(; 1 osed by : G 2 2 l 
solid 1 ines, is used to derive nine ~..... . ..... + 
I t t ' 1 t 
Gamna surface patches ' · · · · · i ..... 6 ••••• A •••• :~i
. ...... 
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Note that a blcublc Bezier surface patch Ia used to derive nine, 3x3, Gamm~ surface 
patchea. Thil ia abowa in Fiaure 6.10, with the 6x6 matrix P, pven also. The iaaer 4x4 
matrix or th~ 6x6 matrix P, is required for the computation of the Bezier surface, aod 
the surrouadia& control poiata in the 6x6 matrix P,, are used by the Overhauser method 
to derive tbe nine Gamma surface patches. Note also that tbe derivation of the center 
patch G 11 does not depend on the surround in& control. points of the 6x6 matrix P" . 
Aa ill the Gamma curve, the parameter "1 aives tbe interpolated surl¥e betweea the 
Bezier surface (when 'J - 0), and the control points, or the Overhiueer surface (when 
"1- 1). The ro) corner c:oatrol ~iota of .the inner 4x4 matrix of the 6x6 matrix P, are 
. . 
!nterpolated by the Gamma surface for any value of "1· The Gamma surface always 
m'i.iatains ita smooth property if the Beller surface and the Overhauser surface are 0 1 
continuous. A Bealer surface which is not C1 continuous, will btcome C1 continuous 
J 
when .'J - 1; that is, when the e_et of control points used to deOne the Bezier surface are 
interpolated. This is shown in Fiaure 5.11. 
y • 0.0 y = 1.0 
Figure 5.11 Gamma surface which does not have c' continuity at 
f•O.O, will become c' continuous at y•l.O 
... 
' ~ I~ ~ '.~.j:f~ 
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.. 
. ' M iD the ease or the Gamma eu"e, the Gamma aurtace doa aot bn tbe eoanx 
bull property. A way to obtala the coavex huU propertJ, almUu &o &bat of the Gamma 
curve, ia to coavert the Gamma surface ~ a Bealer aurtaee to eaforce the coavex hull prO. 
' ' 0 
perty. The formula to do this ia u tollowa: 
(5.58) 
where P8_0 ia a mesh of 4x4 control poiDta uaed to obtaia &be equivaleat Bealer 1urf~e. 
Locality is also achieved ia the Gamma aurtace, u it II achieved ia the Gamma 
curve. The au111ber or surface patches which need to be adjuakd varies accordia& to t~e 
position of the _,modified control point. To see this, a four (~~) Beaier aurlace patch Ia;\ 
out is ,show~ Ia Fiaure 5.12 with aceompaayiaa OxO control polatl . . 
Figure 5.12 Layout of 
four bicubic Bezier sur-
face patches witn a 'fo-
cussed centre matrix of 
· 3x3 control points num-
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Here, our atteati~a the 3x3 control poiata, aumbered c1, c 21 ... , c,, which 
form the c:eatre part of the four Belier surface patch ea. Obviously, if the CODtrol poiD&, 














patches om! to be adjuated. Thia impUes that \hirty eix (6x6) Gamata patches netd to' 
r 
be modifted. This l• ahowa iD Fiaure &.13 . 
Figure 5.13 Thirty six Gamma patches need to be adjusted when the 
focussed ·point, c5 (shown by a cross), is modified 
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Figure 5.14. Modify c causes 
adjustment of sixteen3patch~s 
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Figure 5.16 Modify c causes 
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Figure 5.15 Modify c causes 
adjustment of sixteen9patches 
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Figure 5.17 Modi~y c causes 
adjustment of sixteee~ patches 
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Figure 5.20 Modify c causes 
·. adus tment of twenty t~o patches 
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figure 5.21. Modify c causes 
adjustment of twenty ~wo patches 
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Figure-- 5.22 Pattern of the focused 3x3 matrix which is used to 
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? ' ) 
II tbe modifted control ~lot ia one oC the coiner poiata of the foc:u~ed 3x3 center 
matrix, for ejple, ea. then sixteen Gamma patches need to be recalculated, aa shown 
by the abaded uea iD Ficure 5.14. These are derived from the nine (3x3} Gamma 
patebee, computed from the Be1ier surface patch which ia afeeted by the modification of 
/ 
(.~rot poin~ c1 (shown by the area shaded by diagonal linea). In .additio~/to that,·· , bree adjacent Gamma patehea on each side of the modifted Bezier surface patch closest 
. . 
to tht\ modified point need to be recalculated (aho.wo by the area shaded by the vertical 
i 
I 
lines). ;And finally, one Gamma patch that is dlaaonally closest to the modified 'point 
oeeda ;~ be adjusted (shown by the area shaded by the horizontal lines). The laat seven 
patches need to be recalculated because the Overhauser aurrace patches used to compute 
them are modifted when the control point, c 1, ia modified. Analosoualy, sixteen patches 
need to be recalcula&ed in the same laahioo for the modification or any of the remaining 
three corner control poiota. These are shown in Figure 5.15, Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17. !J 
Lastly, if one of the middle control points on any side or the 3x3 focussed matrix ia 
modified, then twenty two Gamma patches need to be recalculated. The two Bezier sur-
races aharin& the modi8ed control point, for example ce in Fisure 6.12, have to be 
modi8ed. Tbia means that each of the nine Gamma patches derived from t~e two Bezier 
patches needs to be modified (shown by the· area shaded by the diasonal lines ·in Fisure 
5.18). Alao two adjacent patches eloaest to the modifted point bave to be mocUBed 
(shown by the area ahaded by vertical linea in Fiaure 5.18). The Jaat Cour patches have to 
be recalculated because the tour Overhauser surface p~tcbes used to compute them are 
modified. ADalosoualy, tweDty _two patches need to be recalculated in the same fashion 
for the modification of any or the remaioln& three middle-aide control points. These are 
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Now tha~ we have worked up aU the poeeible cues tor ~he focused matrix, we cu 




In this chapter, the derivation or the Gamma curve and the Gamma aurrace are die-
cuS!ed in detail. The Gamma technique is a &enerallaatlon to the Bezier and the 
Overhauser techniques. The method proposes a way to mimic a Beller curve or a Bezier 
surface to the control poiY&on or the net while maintainin& their smooth appearance. By 
.. 
doin& so, the convex bull property is lost. However, by convertina the Gamma curve or 
surface t.o the equivalent Bealer, we can' enfo~e the convex hutr property. Locality C:an 
also be achieved with the Gamma method in the sense that by moc.Jirylna a control polo&, 
orily a few local curve seamente or surface patches need to be recaleulftt.ed. -We would 
like to point out here ~para~eter, 1, acta &lobally, as with the parameter P2 in the 
Beta2-apline method. That ia, by modityina the parameter 'J, the whole Gamma curve or 
Gamma surface ia alao modified. 
' 
The matrices Me, or Me aDd Me used to compute the Gamma curve or the , , 
Gamma surface r~pectively seem to be cumbersome. However, by separatin& them into 
three simple caaes, the-matrices are quite simple. This is examined In the next chapter 
. 
where an im&»lementation or the Gamma technique in an interactive environmeot on the 
SUN workstation is considered. 
• 
•, 















e. lmplemeDtatloa Of Gamma TeehDique 
·• 




·. ~ .-.. 
! 
Chapter Five discussed the formulation or the Gamma technique in detail. In this 
cllapter, we will work on an implementation of the. Gamro£ technique on the SUN works-
tation. A ~acka1e is developed to draw three dimensional surfaces interactively using the 
Gamma technique. 
8.1. SlmpUfteatloa 
In order to have tbi'proceaa:or execute the algorithm raster arid more efficiently, we 
' 
should simplify the al&orlthm aa much aa posaible. 
In the. computer,· we do not need to allocate a colum~ of six co!ltrol poiatfW>r a 
mesh of 6x6 matrix of control pointe every time a new segment of a Gamma curve, or a 
aew patch or a Gamm~ surface is drawn. ~aaon for this is ·that a column or six con-
trol points can provide the derivation or three consecutive Gamma curves, and a mesh or 
6x6 of control points can provide nine patches or a Gamma su~e; three patches in a 
row and three patches in a column. These lacte are obvious from the arguments given in 
Chapte. Five. Therefore, we can speed liP the procesaing time by allocatiag a new 
column vector or six control points after we draw three consecutive curve &e&menta from 
the curren~ vector or control poi~n the case of a surrace, by allocating a 6x6 mesh 
or control pointe after we draw nine patches of a Gamma surface from the current mesh 
or control pointe. 
The matrix Me, u specified in eq. (5.45} in the previous chapter, is quite cumber-
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{J - 2 iD a siD&Ie matrix .. tr we have a separate matr~ ror each eaae, th~ the matrlx In 
each case cu be simpliS~d. 
' ' 
•,; 
By substitutin& /J ... 0 into eq. (5.45), we aet i . 
· "1 837-2 2-2'rr 117-2 1-')' 0 
""2 54 18 18 27 
"1 
2-17"( 8'7-2 2-57 0 0 6 3 6 
Mc_o-
2-7 
_.1 7-1 0 o. 0 2 2 
(6.1) 
0 1 0 0 0 0 
By subatitutin& {J- 1 into eq. (5.54), we 1e~., 
-25"(-2 ~ 0 -257-2 2+257 2+257 0 54 18 18 54 
0 2+77 - 1:Jtt-2 27 2-11; 0 9 6 18 
c MG_l .... 
-8-7 2+7 1---r 0 0 0 18 6 7 · 
(6.2) 
0 3-8"( 4+57 2-21 1---r 0 
'n 0 : 0 'n 
-
And by substitutin& {J - 2 into eq. (5.45) we set 
0 '1-1 2-111 29"(..:2 ~')' .1 
'n 18 18 54 .2 
0 1-1 "1 - 13"(-2 2+167 _.1 0 6 0 2 
MG_'l_ (6.3) 
0 "(-1 -"7-2 0 8+')' 0 0 6 18 
1-1 2-21 4+67 
.t!2 t 0 0 ~·· 













The matrices Ma_o. Me_~o and Ma_t are simpler t.han those &iven by eq. (5.54). 
Ooe can a~re thete three matric:et iii tbe maiD memory for tbe computation or the 
. . 
Gamma curvet or the Gamma aurfacn. In the cue or &be cune, when fJ- 0, or fJ - 1, 
or fJ- 2, aubatitatiD& the matrix Me o. or Me ., or Me 2 mpectinly for ihe matrix 
- - -
Me in the eq; (5.~8) will derin the correspond in& c:une seamen&. ADalosously, substitu~ 
·ill tbe matrix Me_~~ M.a.1 or Ma_t.J« the matricn Me, aod Me,: io the eq. (6.57) 
. appropriately will derive tbe correapondiD& (i ,j) surface patch. 
. . .. 
' ; . 
o.a. Map to Bealer ' 
Siac:e it ia importut that we presene the c:oanx hall property, we would like to ,. 
c:oanrt the Gamma curve or the Gamma aarraee into Beller form before we output them. 
I 
The c:oovenion of the Gamma c:une to.tbe Besier c:u"e ia &inn in the eq. (5.55), u 
. . 
(6.4) 
where tbe matrix M,-• ia the inverse or the Beller matrix M11 
0 0 0 l 
0 0 l 1 
-3 
Mil-•- (6.5) 
0 1 2 I 3 ··3 
0 1 1 1 
• 
Now, by aubttitudnc the matrices Me_ 0, Me_ 1• aad Me_ 2 ioto the matrix Me ot eq. 
(6.4); we will aet three matrices u folloW.: 
~ , , 
0 1 0 0 0 0 
._.l ill 2-"1 0 0 0 e 3 8 
Mi1Mc_o • 2-S.., \ (6.6) 
0 . a-s, !:r±i 0 0 
18 0 18 
0 8-87 67+4 '' 2-27 1-"( ' 0 Z1 0 0 27 










~ __ ,.. 
0 8-&7 4+5-r .!:11 J 0 
'rt 0 0 'rt 
0 8-lh 4+51 ~ ~ 0 64 g. 6 'rt 
Ms-1Mc_a- (6.7) 
0 2-21 !::! 4+S, ' 8-171 0 
'rt 6 0 64 
1-'Y 2-21 4+&7 8-&t 
. . , 
0 0 
'rt • 0 0 21 
' 
and • 
0 ,_.., 2-21 4+S, 8-81 0 
'rt 0 0 zr-
0 0 2-5, 4+S, !::!!!. 0 18 0 18 
Ms-1Mc_t_ (6.8) 
0 0 0 !:1 .!±2 _1. 6 3 6 
) 0 0 0 0 l 0 
. 
Now, by aubstilutio& the aboYe three equatioaa into the eq. (6.56) and the eq. (6.67) 
appropriately, the correspondiD& control polnon ror the Bezler curve aod the net ror the 
Beller surface can be derived. Note that tbe matrix Mi1Mc 1 cao eaail1 be derived. from 
the matr~ Mi1Mc_o or vice vena. This is . because the (i ;; ) (lor 0 S i S 3 ud 
0 S j S5) element ia the matrix Mi1Mc •. 2 1a equivalent to the (3-i ,6-j) element of &be 
' '" matrix M1-1Ma.~ Alao, &be riptm01t three column• ol the matrix Mi1M0_ 1 caa be 
. . 
derived rrom tle leltmoet three columna ol the matrix eaally or vice vena. Tbla Ia 
because tbe (i ,j) (lor o·s i S 3 ud 3 S j S 5) element Ia equivaleat to (3-i ,6-j) 
element Ia the matrix lwll. Alao, notice that tbe above three matrlcet only depead oa 
the value ol 1· Therefore, tbe ma&ricet aeed to be cbaa&ed oaly II the value . of 1 II 
, 
cbaa&ed. By usia& thete fact., we caa 1petd up the computation time &IUD. 










Ia the implemeated pacb&e, a aser baa the ability to coatrol the aamber or squares 
• 
to be formed per pakb iD aay of &be two directloaa aloa& &be aurrace pakh. Each square 
il aubdivided ioto four triaaalea for more accuracy of the aurface shape. The alaorithm ia 
takea from refereace (2J. Alter the Gamma aurfaee·ia converted iato aa equivalent Bezier 
surface, it Ia 'subdivided a.loa& both the horizoatal ud the vertical directioa u maay 
.. 
timet u the user wiahea. Of course, the amaller tbe Dumber or aubdiviaioaa, the more · 
efficient ia the computation or the aurface. Althouab the etricieacy is achieved, the result-
iaa audace is aot u amooth aad ·precise aa when a laraer aumber or subdivisions i.e used. 
A hirae aumber OJ subdivisions will slow dowa the c:omputa&ioa, but provide a 6oer mesh, 
~ .~ 
and thus the reaultio& aurface is smoother aDd more precise. 
e.&. AJcorltbm 
. 
Given the aboYe aimpli6catioas, the al&orithm writt.ea ia C to aeaerate Gamma sur· 
I 
races is produced below : 
·' 
/• Draw aiae aurlace patches for a &ivea 6x6 matrix of control po~ta •/ 







for (k - 0; k < 3; k++) 
( 
for (I - 0; I < 3; I++) 
( 
map_bezler (k, I, vt1 bv); 
' 
app_bealer _aurface (bv 1 reiJOW 1 rea_col ); 
11 
.. . ·' 
" 
~ . \ 
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} } ' 
} 
., 
,. aubcli'vide the patch aloaa u aod ~ tor~h &lld aam timet reapecti'Yel1 &lld h 
output the patch ( •l 
app_bezier_aarface (w, ech, &am) 
double w(41(41(3J; · 
lot ech, sam; 
(. ,• 
double wiu(4li41(3J, wru(41(41(3J, wlv(4JI41(3J, wrv(4)(4)(3J; . 
ir (ech > 0) 
{ . 
u.;.eubdiYide_bez_ear (w, wlu, wru); 
app_bezier_surtace (wlu, ech·1, aam); 
ap~lier_surface (wru, ech-1, sam); 
} 
else if (&am > 0) 
( 
. v_subdivide_bez_aur (w, wlv, w'rv); 
app_bezier_aartace (wlv, ecb, aam•1J; 
app_bezier_aarface (wrv, ecb, aam-1); 
} 
else 
'polnoa_app_beaier (w); f 
} 
' ,\' 
J• aet the middle point ot the control patch and output the 4 trlaaales •/ 
polnoo_app_bezier (w) 
double w(4ll4li3J; 
( ~double wa(3J, w00(3J, w03(3J, w30(3J, w33(3J; 
lot l; 
. 
tor (I - 0; I < 3; I++) 
. { 












I ( , 
; 











w30(iJ - w(3JIOJiiJ; 
w33(iJ - w(3JI3Jii); 
• 77. 
for (i- 0; i < 3; i++) 
wa[iJ - 0.25•(wOO[i)+w03[iJ+w30[iJ+w33(iJ); 
line_ou&pu&_&riaa&le (wOO, w30, wa); 
liae_outpat_trlaa&lt (w30, w33, wa); 
lille_output_tr4aa&le (w33, w03, wa); 
liae_ou&put_triu&le'(w03, .00, wa); 
\ 
/• subdivide aloD& u •J. 
u_aubdivide_~l_aur (w, wlu, wru) 
double 'w(4li4](3J, wlu(4](4JI3), wru(41[4li3J; r 
{ 
' . -
iD& i, k; 
for (i - 0; i < 3; i++) 
{ 
for (k - 0; k < t; k++) 
{ 
wlu(OJ(kJiiJ - w[OI(klfiJ; 
wlulll[kllil- 0.6•(w(OJ[tl[iJ+w(ll(kJiil); 
wlu 2(k i ~ 0.25•(w(OI[klliJ+w[2JlkJiil) + 
O.S•w(lJikl(iJ; . · 
wlu(3J(kl[ij - 0.125•(w(OJ(tJIIJ+w(3l[kllil) + 
0.376•(w(l)(kJ(iJ+w(2JikJ(iJ); 
wru(OI(kllil- wha(3](kl[iJ; • 
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doable w(4ll4li3J, wlu(4)[4JI3J, wn(4li~II3J; 
( 
ia& I, II:; 
for (i - 0; i < 3; i++) J ( 
for (k - 0; k <: 4; k++) 
• { . I 
wlu II:J 0 i - w(kJIOJ(iJ; . 
wla kll i - 0.6•(w(kJIOI(i,+w[k)(lJ(i,); 
wlu k 2 i - 0.26•{w\kJIO) i)+w(ki(2J il) + 
· 0.6•w(kl[l) ~; . · . 
wlu(klf3lll) - 0.126t(w k)[oJ(i)+wlk)(3J(i)) + 
0.376•(w(kJil)[iJ+w[ll:) 2lli)); . 
wru(t)[O)~i~- wha(k]I3Jii); • · -
wru(kl(1) i - 0.25•(wlkl(1)1i)+w(ti(3Jii)) + 
o.~w[k)(2) iJ; 
wru,kJ(2J(il ~ 0.5•(w\kJI2J(iJ+w(k)(3JiiJ); 





/• output tbe &riaoale aivea tbe c:oordiaatet ot &be tbree c:orDera •/ J 
• • 
liae_output_triuale (wO, wl, w2) 




.move_ab1_3 (wO~o(, wO lJ, ~I); 
lla~_abt_3 (wl , wl 1 , w1(2lf; 
l!ae_abt_3 (w21 , w2 1 , w2 21); 
hne_abt_3 (wO(O), wO 1 , wO 2 ); 
\ 
' /• map tbe Gamma aurrace into 'tbe equlvaleat Bealer aurrace •/ 
map_bealer (r, c:, pv, w) 
lat r, c:; 
.. 
I ' • 
' . 
, . \ 
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c:ue 0: mai_pm& (pY, maO, pm&); 
break; . 
cue 1: mai_pm& (pY, mal, pm&); 
J>reak; 





cue 0: mat_w (m&O, pmt, w); 
break; 
c:aae 1 : mai_w (mal. pmt, w): 
break; 
c:ue 2 : ina&_w (ma2, pmt, w); 
break; -
/• Multiply the 6xG matrix, wbic:b coataiae the coatrol poiau, to 
. the traaepoee or oae of tbe fxG matrices: maO, mal or ma2, which 
. ia pueed la u the patameter mot, aad the reeultiaa matrix is 
returaed throuah &be paramete.r pm~ •/ f 
mat_pmt (pv, mo&, pmt) 
double pY(6JI6J(3), mot(41(6), pmtf61(4JI3J; 
( 
iat I, j, k, I; 
for (I - 0; I < 3; I++) 
( ro~ (I -J: i < 6; I++) ( • ,. 
tor (j - t: j < 4; J++) 
( 
pmt(iiiJJII) - 0.0; 




















/• MultlplJ ooe of &he matricee, Di&(), ~&1, or rn&2, b)' the matrix, pmt, 
returaed from tbe aubroutiDe mat_pnit to derive the equivalent 
~1ier aet, which Ia returned throuah the paramit~r w •/ 
mat_w (mo, pmt, w) 
double'mo(4li6J, pmt(61(4ll3J, w(41l41(3J; •, 
{ 
iat i, j, k, I; 
for (I - 0; I < 3; I++) 
{ 
for (i - 0; i < 4; i++) · 
{ 
for(j-O;j < 4;j++) 
{ 
w(iJUJIII - 0.0; 
for (k - 0; k < 6; k++) 
{ 







/• laitlaliae- the 4x6 matriees m&O, mal, aad ms2 every time the value 
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} 
/• inilialile the matric~ msO and ms2. Alter maO is derived, ms~ 





int i, j; 
for (i - 0; i < 4; i++) 
tor (j- 2+i; j < 6; J++) 
m&O(iJIJ~-· 0.0; 
ma OJ(O - . ma0(2J o) - ma0(3JIOJ - o.o; 
ma . 11 0 - ·(aama /6.0); · 
ma Oj(1 - 1.0; 
ma 1111 - (aama + 2.0) /3.0; 
, 
ma 2111 - (8.0 - 5.0 • aama) /18.0; 
ma 311 - (8.0 • 8.0 • aama) /27.0; 
ma 1 2 - (2.0 ·auna) /6.0; 
ma0f212 - m&0(3JI2) - (5.0 • aama + 4.0) I o.o; 
ma0f213J- (2.0 • 5.0 • aama) /18.0; 
ma0f3)3 - {2.0 • 2.0 • aama) I 0.0; 
ma0(3JI4) - {1.0 • aama) I 21.0; 
for (i - 0; i < 4; i++) 
for (j - 0; j < 6; J+~) 
ma2(iJUI - m&0(3-iiiO.j); 
\ j 
/• lnitialiae the matrix mal. After the 8nt three columna are 
· derived, the lut three columna are easily derived from the 
Bnt three •/ 
inltlalize_mal (aama) 
double aa~a; · 
{ 
loti, j; 
mal(Oj(o) - mat(liiOJ - ma1(2JIO) - ma1(3JIOj - o.o; 
mal(Oj(tl- (8.0 • 8.0 • aama) /27.0; 
mall 1 ·- · (8.0. \7.0 •aama) /54.0; 
\ 
....... 
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ma1(2l(ll- (2.0 • 2.0 • aama) I 'ri.O; 
mal 3) 1 - (1.0 • aam'a) I 'ri.O; 
mal(Oil2 - mal(l)(2) - (4.0 + 5.0 • aama) I v.o; 
mal 21(2 - (2.0 • aama) I G.O; 
mal(3)(2 - (2.0 • 2.0 • aama) I V.O; 
for (i- 0; i < .f; l++) 
for (j - 3; j < G; j++) . 
. msl[i)(j) - ma1(3-ii[S.J): 
ID tt&e alaoritbm aivea above, -tbe matricee mao, mal, ud mJ2 atud ror ~be 
matricel Ma-1Mc.o. Ma-1Mc_1, aad ; Ma-1/1c. 2 reepedively, u 'meaUoaed ia tbe previoue 
aectioa of tbia chapter • . Ever). time the valae of '1 it chuaecl, tbe ~hree matricee bave tO 
. . - . 
be modified. The modification to the matrices mao. and ma2 ia done by tbe ,•ubroutine 
"initialile_ma0_2", while ~e modi8ca~ioa or the matrix mal i• doae by the lllbroutlne 
"ioitile_mal". Notice bow tbe limpliftcatioa ia done ia botb eubroutiDee. 
I 
The alsorithm for Be1ier surface subdivision is taken rrom the paper[2). Interested 
readers should rder to the paper for detail~ di~usaion. 
e.e. De.c:rlptloD ot The lmplemtDtecl Paekaa:e 
The implemented packa«e runs on the SUN-Workstation. The packaae usee a key· 
I I 
board and a moult for input. The packase will pror1pt the ueer for the Dex~ action to be 
takeD aa required. The u~er can eeled ~e •HELP• mode whea In doubt. The diaplay, 
on the display termiDal, i• divided iDto 6ve resiooe (Fiaure G.l): the feedback area (upper 
lett), the ~urrent-valat area (upper risht), tbe \ 'dilplay area (~iddle left), tlie menu 
' ' 
switches area (lower ri&ht), and the menu pote~tioftleters area (lower lett). The particular 
menu ewftches displayed at any time are depelldeot oa the JdrreDt mode ot the sy~tem • 
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Figure 6.1 Main menu 
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The 8n& step ill the . process ia to epeelly the network or 'O:OQ&rol poiate to be uled, 
which cu be accomplialled by one of two techniques: an exiatiD& let of control pointa can 
be read from a 81e, or a new eet can be &enerated iateractinly. It &be latter alternative il 
selected, &be number of control pointe in ~acb direction in tbe n~&work mu1t be eped8ed. 
Th~ ia done ~f promptins. .en, a. ~efault network of m control pointe by n control 
pointe ia automatically aenera&ed u a re&alar &rld iD the %6 plane with &be same lpacin& 
iD &be ~ and 1 directions. Each control point ie displayed u three mutually orthoaoul 
line ~eesmenta inteneetilia at tile location ~r tbe point. Each control point ie connected to 
...  ~ \ 
ita neiabborlna control pointe by duhe& line eeamenta called the control arapb or the net 
~ . 
(Fi&ure 6.2). ( 
~ 
To in\eractively modify th~ network of control pointe, &be system is put In the 
modify mode, in which any point can be eeleeted by preasiD& the left button on the 
I 
mouse. Visual feedback is provided by blinkin& the eelected control point. The value or 
the coordinates or the selected control point il displayed in the current-value area. lt.e 
position can now be modiled usin& the three potentiomden marked MOD which control 
the amount or displacement in each dimension (Fi&ure 6.3). This ploc:eea i11 then repeated 
for aU points that need to be moved to a satisfactory ~ansement or coatrol poiata (Fi&· 
. . . 
ure ~-4). The value of tbe parameter 'T can a~ be d~8ned in tbe modify mode. It no~ 
de8ned, a deraul~ nlue ot aero i11 .,.,med, whl~b will produce a Bealer aurraee. 
HaviDI apeeifled the network, of control poiDU, the next step ll '\o create a surface 
for &be netwo~k or control points. Thia i11 done by the coa11tructlon mode. The user un 
' . 

















Figure 6.3 Modification 




Figure 6.4 ~fter com-
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' 
The re8oement ia ac~omplished b7 moYin& one control point. at a t.ime 11 the inove-~ 
¥ • • • • ..:> ... 
ment of a ainale control point. .ia JUran teed tO tAct onl)r a local porUoa of tbe ndiC'e. 
-
lf, howenr, t~e user chuaea the· Yahi~ or 7, thea the complete surface il drawn. Tbla ia 
1lobal coat.rol, eo that. the aeaer~ aurtace is puUecJ cloeer or further from t.h~ set. or 
control points, dependin& on the modified value or,. 
M ~be amount of iDrorma&ion beiDa displayed fa incre~, it becom~ more dillcult 
' to view the imaie. For thia reuon, th~ packaa~ can d~play ~Dl)' certaiD ·ieleded ·upeeta 
,. ft ~ 
or the imaae. Thia ia accomplished throup the uae or·a set.. or biDUy "displa)t awiteba". 
. . - . ; . ..... ' 
The set or disphiy switches, u ehon iD the meau display iD Fiaare 6.6, t,Dablet the uaer . 
- . \,. 
to select. any combiDation of control poiDta, controlaraph, ud aurlaee to be. displayed. 
For example, -the control points, 'be control araph and the iurr~e a~ abown i~ Fiaure 
I 
6.6, but only the surface isehown in Fiaure 6.7. " 
" 
The default resolution of each surface patch is two squares in each~direction. The r ·' 
.,.. ' 
, 
• J / ( 
user caD apeciry thia inronnatioa in the resolutioD mode. The number ol eq~aMt alona 
each directioD is two to the power or whatever the user specified. Figure 6.7 ehowa 'the • 
\ 
picture with reaotution 1\ and Fiaure 6.8 ebowa .the picture with resolution '2 .. The. hialie!' 
• ! 
the resolution, the smoother and more p~eciee ia the surface. However, it ia alower for the 
complete surface to be dran. 
The picture cu be rotated, scaled, and translated. Thia Ia doae by the left six 
rpenu potentiometers. Fi&ure f!.g shows the rotated pic&llle or Fiaure 6.7. 
The appendix of thla thetis contains some or the pictures &enerated by the imple-
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'Aa interactive -;m surface conatrudioD •ratem' il dilcuHcl ID .&hia chapter. 
' ' . 
. · . Simpli&catiou to the alcorithm &o aenerate the Gamma nrJice ia p~Gpoied iD order to 
. S·~ Up the exec:u~~D tim~ iD, M iDttr~&ive sy:tem: · . , . . ,'- . . . . - ~ ~ 
I' . '- • . . .• . . .. . 
T~ implemented packale rua~ on a SUN-WorkltatioD.: The p.Ckqe pro~ldea the . 
. . . . . -~"-'' ;..· ' ' ..:.. .. .· ·. . ..  :: . -~ . . 
ftexi~~it.X Of botb local ad. &lob~ CODt.rol. Local COilt.~ .il acbieYed bJ ·m~iDI . ODI COD~ 
- . , . ' . . ' - . - ' ~ . 
trol point a& a time, while alobal control ia achieved by chBD&iDI th~ value of the pararne-
... \ . - .... . 
o . I _ :• 
ter 'Y· - Other facilities ill elude rotation;acaliiJ&, tr&Dalation, .and •Pee if)' ill& uy ~ combina-
tion ~;-con·t~~l ~iDta, ~~ntrof ar.Pb, ~d alface -~- .be -d~l~ed. oa ~he d~pi~;·ar~a.· ~t 
•.DY momeat. tile 'poie~~~~ wiD. prompt tor tbe aen actio"(ir.;;"i,;"y.~ ~~~~.;. io 
entered, a ·warDiDI or Qotillc~tioa wiU. be 'diaplt.7ed at. the. f~b.ck area .. All' tbeee facUi• 
.., 
' . 
ties are prqvided to make the p~ka&e a8 user frieadl1 II pOIJaible, 
"' · . '(I • • •• • - , . " • 
. . 
Pltalt 110kt o • .,., 1tltc~1011 
' . 
. - ~ 
Figyre 6.9 The ro-
' ta~d picture of 
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Par&JDetric curve.· ud surfaces form u esaential part of computer·aided desi&n 
.. 
. . . . 
today. Schemes for de& niDI these entities have evolved which employ. a wide raose or 
matbema&l~~ ~philt~atioll,, The\uic ~.J..s to enable the desianer to create .curv~ and 
' ' -
· . surfaces which beha~e . sa the d~iaieJ wanta ..them t~ behave. The Bezier method ia a· 
• ' t . - • ' 
powe,rul tool for this purpose,· 'aud it is capable or. represent~& moat of the·aeometric 
.. , • • • f • ' I " • ' 
,• 
elitiiies of practical interes~:· . lt. ia not aurpriaiul tha.t· many r~uch~ra put enormous 
.... \ . . . ' b . . . . . • . .. . · .. \ ' .·· . · , 
effort ,into enhanelna and diae'bverina the properties or the Belier m~thod. 
' .• ' ' . ' . · ·. ' ' ~ . 0 ' .. ·. '·~ \ . . 
The Beder method, like other audace aene~tion methods, ia limited io that-it may 
. . . ., ~ . . '.' . . - \ . . . 
. . - , . I . 
Dot acc:o_mmoda~ the ~esiper's cooeept or ,Phat the shape or the surface a~ould look like. 
' .. "" . . . ... . ' . . 
A ahortcomiDI of. the Bezie'r method ':is that the c~rve and the surface often bear little 
' ' reeemblanc~ to -t~e ab~~ot the poino4. a.qd the ~et, reapectiv~ly. Tbe pur~ or this 
"·1.. 
·.tbeaia waa to- propose a simple' method, the-Gamma IJlethod, which caD ~b~lp the designer 
. . I 
__..,-' with th~· shor~omina of'th~ Bezier1 mdhod. TJle .a~"ma method is 'a ~eDerali~ation 0; 
. : . / ' 
t.~e Bealer ud the Overbauaer methode. It can JeD~rate many curves or a.urJaeea between 
' . ~ 
' . .. 
the Beller and the set or tODUOI POints which poaaeaa better .m.imiekiD&. quality. Thill is , 
- . . 
. . ' 
done. by varyina th~ v .. ue ot a parameter,.,, from tero, to one~ Each distinct. value or 7 
' ·tt . • ... . 
, tl • I 
. will produce a distinct curve oTiiirtace. When 7 - 0, the corr~pondiDI curve or surface 
"::::,. • • • L ., ~ ... ·~ , ' • ' "~ 
is j1,1it the. BAaier-c:.urve ·or sartaee .itaelr. Aa the value of 7 increases 'towards one, the'-
~' ' . 
• "-
' . . 
coness)oadiD& curve or surface is pulled towards th!!. contr~:~_l pointe. · When "1 - 1, the 
.. ·. ' .. . .. . .. 
. cunei or &be aurr~ees_ seoera&ed interpolate the aet or. an 'control points, which ia also the 
. . 
... 
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auaraa&eed tQ be ~tla ·it the Beller cunt or iartaee " .~oothf Thi~ Ia ••. CODlrut . &o 
the Beta?.opliD~, a ae~O..U.a~ to .·he· ~iDe .;e~~~';; i.e ~.~.~~: ·q 
or eurlac:ee-loee their emoo~la appewuce u they ~·- pulled closer tO the aet of coaliol 
. . . . . • 1 .· . . . . 
• . a~ pO~te, ev:eD tho._ta·tbe 8-t~Un~ CU"e or IOdiCe hu C1 tont(Quiiy., ~ . 
• I • _,-j', 
. . . . . . . .. . . ,; .. 
'We believe the Gamma &ecbaique o!erlareat 8exibility (0 a aeaeral aroup 9f uaeri. 
. . . ~ ' . 
. . . . 
. . -
By aettin& the v_alue or i- i, &he ·uier. caQ il&e.,Scilate the.'aet of· control point.; which 
. . . . 
. ' ' 4 -
may be' a~ple poiD~ from · uy . phylieal phenomeaoo, such u te~peraturee takeD from 
.• ~ " ~\ ' 
. ~ . ' .. . ~ 
difl'erent ptacee; depth of difl'ereat l~atiolis of ocean ftoor, ·eteetera:····Aleo' it c~D be a use:, 
. . ...... ·y~· . . . • ~/ - . ' . . . IJ '" ,. ,.. . . . ' . : 0 • , • 
., · · lui Suicace ModeliD& &echoique, whicb is the purpoee'·.or. the propcieal.' The~· 
·. "=.. .. ..:.. . ,. . ,. . . . . . -·~ 
. ' . ,' ' ... ') . 
IJletboCI presents a di!ereo& ide-a ia Surface ModeUna. 
. . "\ . . . . 
• I ' "' . . . . 
•• 
. ..... 
Finally, we: hoj»e the Gamma me&bocl-ie a· pleuant teebal~ue to use whetlaer by·-. --_._ --. 
. ' I "' / I . •~ . , ~ . f ' ......._ 
. ~ . \...,: ' . '"" ' . · , .' · '\ ... 
aoph.iatica~ d~ianer or by a ilovi~e. · • 
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